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By R. GREGORY NOK ES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The strong
growth of the economy in the final
months of 1978 may be too strong,
making it more difficult than ever to
control inflation next year, says G.
William Miller, chairman of the
.Federal Reserve Board.
Miller also said the 14.5 percent in-




Public agencies should conduct
conference telephone meetings only in
the rarest of emergencies, the Ken-
tucky Attorney General's Office said in
an opinion Monday:
Assistant Attorney General Carl
Miller said he feels telephone con-
ference call meetings are a subversion
of the Open Meetings Law except in
rare instances.
Miller's opinion was in regards to an
inquiry by Laurie Beatty, editor of the
Murray State_ University_ student
newspaper, The Murray State News."
Ms. Beatty charged the Murray State
Board of Regents conducted a meeting
by conference telephone on Oct. 27.
,Ms, Beatty told The Murray Ledger &
Times today the opinion "reinforces
Kentucky law which says public
meetings should 'oe kept open to the
public."
Miller did not issue an opinion on the
specific meeting because he did not
have details of it. -
But he noted, "We believe that a
conference telephone call is a gathering
or meeting within the statutory_
definition."
Miller said that view was upheld in a
1077 Kentucky Supreme Court decision
voiding a vote taken by phone by the
Jefferson County Fiscal Court.
One Murray State University regent,
Ron Christopher, who said he did not
akepar  in the reported Oct. 27 call,
indicated today,"I would agree with the
Attorney General's opinion but my
experience has been that no calls that I
have participated in have violated any
statutes. To the best of my recollec-
tions, the only calls I can recall were of
an informative nature and no decisions
were made."
The newspaper attempted to contact
Murray', State University President
Constantine Curris for a comment on
the ruling but he had not returned the
call at press time today.



















Mostly cloudy today and
tonight with a chance of showers.
Partly sunny Wednesday with a
chance of showers. Highs today
from the upper 40s to the low 50s
Lows tonight in the mid to upper
of Petroleum Exporting Countries will
increase the risk of a recession in the
United States next year, although he
still thinks such an economic downturn
can be avoided.
In a year-end interview, Miller told
reporters it now may be feasible to trim
only one-half of a percentage point from
the rate of inflation next year, com-
pared to 1978, and that a one percentage
point cut is the most that can be ex-
pected.
With inflation expected to be about 9
percent in 1978, that would translate to
an inflation rate in excess of 8 percent
next year, well above the Carter ad-
ministration's official forecast of a 6
percent to 6.5 percent rate in 1979.
A spokesman for the administration's
wage and price agency said Monday the
OPEC increase will add as much as 0.4
percent to the rate of inflation next
year, indicating that some change in
the official administration forecasts
may be .necessary. But he said it
shouldn't cause any change in the wage
and price guidelines.
-It's certainly going to make our job
more difficult, but not impossible,"
said the spokesman, who did not want
to be identified.
Miller said the economy may be
growing at a rate of near 4 percent in
the final three months of the year, up
,1 rom 3.4 percent in...the third quarter
and more than had been sxpected. He
added that this is not particularly good
news, however, since an active
economy is likely to keep upward
pressures on prices.
The economy is expected to finish
1978 with an over-all gain for the year of
about 3.75 percent. The administration
is forecasting growth next year of about
2 percent to 3 percent.
Government reports Monday
showing strong gains in personal in-
come and housing contruction in
November underlined that the economy
is still growing. The administration and
the Federal Reserve Board are trying
to engineer slower growth to take
pressure off prices as part of their anti-
inflation strategy.
Miller said that if statistics showing a
big gain in retail sales in recent months
are accurate, then it is a real cause for
worry.
"If they are true, it means people
would rather hold goods than money.
Frankly, that's bad news, because it
shows we're not making any headway
in dampening inflationary pressures,"
he said.
MSU Play In February
Campus Lights Taking Shape
CANDIDATE IN TOWN — Martha Lane Collins, candidate for Kentucky lieutenant governor and clerk of the
state Supreme Court, gives a campaign card to Bob Nanney, Calloway County chairman for the Collins campaign, as
LC. [nix, Calloway County Democratic chairman, looks on. The candidate was in Murray a few hours Monday to
meet with several of her campaign workers and local Democratic officials. Mrs. Collins, who said that she is the only
candidate fo: lieutenant governor who has run a statewide race, stated that her main objective is 'honesty in gover-
nment.' Staff Photo by Debbie N. Lee
Displaced State Workers Are
In Temporary Quarters Today
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Hun-
dreds of state workers displaced by
recent record flooding in the capital
have growled into temporary ck4Arter5..
State Finance Department officials
worked Monday to match space needs
with available seats, desks and
telephone lines. Officials said telephone
service was still not completely
restored in the Capitol complex.
The state Court of Appeals and
Administrative Office of the Courts
staff, whose offices were damaged by
the floodwaters, moved-into offices in
the Capitol vacated by state Supreme
Court justices and their law clerks.
Workers from other agencies were
being squeezed into available space in
the Finance and Personnel Department
offices. . _ •
Five at- sis people occupied offices
normally used by one or two, sharing
desks, telephone lines-and type,writers.
Appeals Court Clerk John Scott set up
a table between two marble columns on
the second floor of the Capitol.
Scott said he has no idea how long the
court will operate from its temporary
quarters. There is no water, heat or
light at the Busch Building, where the
appeals court and the AOC were
housed.
AOC executive director William
Davis, whose staff was split up after the educitinn and welfare; the Revenue
flood; said he 'expected to be displaced Department; the Heritage Corn-
for up to two months. mission; and the Attorney General's
The flooding ruined many courj,...4.Consufflefo.prqtection_lAyision.
records; but AOC - officiali Said they
dried out payroll records with a hair-
dryer so that local court officials can be
paid on time.
Some people were still ivondering
where to go Monday morning.
"People are a little confused who
have been displaced.," said Tom
Graham, executive assistant to
Finance Secretary Roy Stevens.
Graham said finance officials tried to
reach as many displaced employees as
possible. Some 400 from 14 state
agencies are believed affected by the
flood.
Stevens estimated that about 150,000
square feet of owned or leased space
was damaged or affected in some way.
Wherever possible, the department is
trying to find temporary space in state
buildings to hold the need for leasing to
a minimum. - 
Besides AOC and' the Court of
Appeals, affected agencies include the
' Department for Human Resources, the
Kentucky Employees Retirement
System; some space leased by the
Agriculture Department; the Com-
mission on Women; the task forces on
Pieces are beginning to fit together as
the 42nd annual production of "Campus
Lights," the traditional February
musical produced by students at
Murray State University, takes shape.
Behind-the-scenes activities during
the fall semester have included com-
pletion of the script- and auditions for
cast, chorus, orchestra, and dancers for
the musical comedy scheduled Feb. 8-9-
10.
Most of the company of about 125
shidents involved in the 1979 version of
"Campus Lights" will return to the
campus early from the Christmas
holiday break to begin rehearsals and
backstage work.
Mike Perry, a Paris senior, is the
director of the show, and Greg
Bingman, a Carmi, Ill., junior, is the
assistant director.
Perry expressed satisfaction with the
development of the show in its early
stages. He said the response to
auditions was "so good that some parts
of the script were rewritten to take
advantage of the talent that is
available."
In addition to Binginan, the script
writers are: Jay Holtzhouser, Cahokia,'
Ill.; Wayne Pope, French Village, Mo.. •
and Matt Whitfield, Brandenburg.
A Broadway-type musical comedy,
the plot centers on a political election
between a man and a woman and a
romance that develops into the driving
interest of the show.
Written, performed, and directed by
university students, the show is
sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
men's masic fraternity. Proceeds from
the production go into a scholarship
fund for incoming music students. Dr.
Roger Reichmuth, 'chairman of the
Department of Music, is the faculty
adviser. •
The show will include a cast of 35, an
on-stage chorus made up of 28 singers
and dancers, a 42-piece orchestra that
includes stringed instruments, and 12
featured dancers.
Begun in 1938, "Campus Lights" has
become widely known across the
country and has won acclaim as one of
the best shows of its type on the nation's
campuses.
Curtain time in Lovett Auditorium for
each performance Feb. 8-9-10 will Be
8:15 p.m.
Recognition Will Open Door To
Easier Chinese-U.S. Exchanges
By ROBERT B. CULLEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Recognition
of communist China will open tbe door
to broader, easier exchanges with the
mainland for American businessmen,
students and tourists, State Depart-
ment officials say. But tbey add that the
exchanges won't be automatic or im-
mediate.
Americans wanting to visit Chiba will
not be able to simply make an airline
reservation and go, as they might to
Europe.
For one thing, direct air connections
won't begin until the two governments
negotiate a treaty allowing such flights.
For another, the Chinese strictly
"control how many foreigners can enter
the country, in part because of the
limited numbers of trassIsitiffi and
hotel rooms.
A spokesman at the Chinese liaison
office in Washington said that, while his
government hoped the number of
American tourists would increase, the
rise probably would be gradual
Roughly 10,000 Americans have been
admitted to China since ping-pong
diplomacy began in 1971.
The tourists usually Must be in a
group taking guided tours, which cost
more than $2,000 per person for two
weeks.
Tourism is one of several exchanges
with -the Chinese that, despite nor-
malization, the United States can still
only encourage Peking to expand.
Assistant Secretary of State Richard
Holbrooke said he has told Chinese
leaders American understanding of
their country would be enhanced if they
allow U.S. news organizations to open
permanent bureaus there. But nor-
malization will not automatically allow
American reporters into the country.
On the business level, Americans are
already trading with China at a rate of
about $1 billion annually. Until
recently, the trade was largely in
agricultural goods.
In Driest year, however, America,,
firms have signed deals for the con-
struction of hotels and are dickering for
the right to explore for oil and to sell
such high-tectinology items as com-
munications Satellites.
In the future, American officials said,
they expect to negotiate new trade
arrangements.
Meanwhile, how does the state dry
out hundreds of tax records left soggy
by floodwaters? With microwave
ovens, of course.
The swollen Kentucky River inun-
dated the state Revenue Department's
tax division last week and left hundreds
of soaked inheritance, sales and income
tax records.
"I was right upset when I heard about
it," state Revenue Commissioner
Maurice Carpenter said Monday. "Wet
files are a terrible thing."
With pages stuck together and ink
running, something had to be done
quickly.
"It was an emergency situation,"
Carpenter said.
So, the commissioner dispatched
employee to buy a microwave..Oven
Monday morning. 
,
But the first batch of files-placed-is--
the oven burned slightly, so Carpenter
experimented with different recipes.
Instead of putting a bundle of 20-30
files in the oven for 15 minutes, which
dried them out but charred the edges,
he tried baking one or two for a shorter
time. /
"We fotind out that if you put a file
folder in a microwave oven for a minute
and a half, it works rather well," he
said.
After it became clear the process
would work, Carpenter sent an em-
ployee back to the store to buy a total of
10 microwave ovens, at at cost upward
of $200 each.
The ovens were bought under an
emergency purchase authorization,
and will be turned over to surplus *Mir
the Revenue Department is finished
with them.
However, Carpenter said they will be
kept in constant Ilse for several weeks,
and he figures they will be fairly worn







Calloway County Courthouse offices
will close for the Christmas holidays at
noon on Friday, Dec. M, and remain
closed until the next Wednesday, ac-
cording to county judge-executive
Robert 0. Miller.
Murray City Hall will only be closed
Christmas Day, according to city clerk
Jo Crass.
Fire and law enforcement offices will
operate throughout the holiday period,
officials say.
According to Miller, the county
courthouse wilt reopen__ for public
business at the beginningof office hours
Wednesday, Dec. 27.
Ms. Crass said also the Murray
Transit System will not operate from
noon Friday until the following Wed-
nesday.
The Christmas holiday vacation
period for both students in-the Calloway
County School System and Murray City
School System will start Thursday,
Dec. 21, school officials say, with all
schools in the city and county system
dismissing early Wednesday, Dec. 20.
All schools in the city system will
dismiss one hour early Wednesday
afternoon while county schools are
expected to dismiss at 1 p.m. that day.
County students will report back to
schools Jan. 2, 1979, while elementary
students in the city system will report
that day.
However, city school officials say
Jan. 2 will be an "in-service day" for
school staffs at Murray High and
Murray Middle and students will not
.port to school that day. Those schools
will reopen for regular classes Jan. 3
with all buses making their regular
high school runs.
All regular opening times and bus
route schedules will be observed in the
county school system when schools
reopen Jan. 2. Regular elementary bus
schedules for Carter and Robertson will




Donations toward the Murray
Ministerial Association's Christmas
• Baskets for Needy Families program
need to be received by Wednesday,
/Dec. 20, according to the Rev. Robert
--E. Farless, co-chairman of the com-
mittee.
Donations to the prOgram may be
made by contacting Far less at the First
United Methodist Church, 753-3812, or
the Rev. Buzz Rabatin, co-chairman, at
the First Presbyterian Church, 753-
6460.
The program is being coordinated
through the Calloway n County Social
Services office which has recom-
mended the families to receive the




Calloway County Fiscal Court will
meet in regular session Wednesday,
beginning at noon.
The meeting will be in the office of
Calloway County Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller.
Fiscal court meetings are open to the
general public.
CLARA EAGLE ART SCHOLARSHIP — Former chairman of the art depart-
ment, Clara M. Eagle (left), talks with 3 recipiants of the Clara M. Eagle,,
Award in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery. LaVema Wren (center left) a freshman
art major at Murray State University from Cahokia. Ill., is awarded a 5300
Clara M. Eagle Award and a 5200 Art Department Award. Freshman, Eddie
Miles (center right) of Louisville, and Mary Lawrie (right) a junior from Nor-
wood, Mass., both art majors at Murray State University are awarded 5200
Clara M. Eagle Awards. These are the second annual recipiapts of the
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You don't have to lose your
shirt paying for your family's
clothing, if you know how to
shop smartly and-stop some
things that could drive up the
cost of clothes
ARE YOU CAREFUL about
the oast of your cif:idyl?
To get your money's worth
from a garment, check the
threads. They should, be run-
ning straight. The sleeves
should be set in correctly
with the cross threads run-
ning straight and the length-
wise threads running down.
not at angles.
The stitches should be firm
and the buttonholes set in
precisely in regard to the
grain of the garment. Pat-
terned clothes should be
matched where pieces join. in
the back center seam, side
seam, armholes, where the
edge of the collar rolls over
and meets the coat or dress in
the back, where the jacket
buttons in front, and at the
pocket openings.
A number of concerned
congressmen are also trying
to help keep you from paying
more than you should for
clothes. They are opposing a
recently issued set of new
regulations for the cotton
industry that will cost that
industry almost $3 billion for
new equipment. These costs
could drive up clothing
prices .because of the esti-
mated- 17;24 ‘cents increase in
the cost. of -producing cotton
fabric.
The nrsh ears wet" in t e
New World thought smoking
tobacco a headache remedy.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stephenson
The 25th wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Stephenson is being observed today. No formal celebration is
planned.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephenson were married on this date in 1953
at Union City, Tenn., with their attendants being Mr. and
Mrs. L. G. McClure and Torn Stephenson.
Mrs. Stephenson is the former Dean Nance, daughter of
Edley Nance and Bert Paschall Nance who reside at Far-
mington. She is employed at Fisher Price Toys, Murray.
Mr. Stephenson Is the son of Mrs. Mary Mitchell
Stephenson of Palinersville, Tenn., and the late C. P.
Stephenson He is a trooper with the Kentucky State Police.
The Murray couple-has one daughter, Mrs. Ricky (Terie)
Burkeen, and two sons, Mike Stephenson who is married to
the former Regina Cook, and David, a senior at Murray High
School. They have one grandson, Jason Darrell Burkeen, 16
months.
-HEALTH
Colds spread by hands
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB -
Every winter we have lots of
colds. I do my best to keep
the family bundled up and
keep their feet dry, but no
matter how much effort I
make there seems to be one
cold after another. Do you
have any suggestions? -
DEAR READER - There
is such a thing as natural
resistance. In some children
there is a deficiency of
gamma globulin, a blood.
protein, that makes them
more susceptible to colds.
You need to realize that
colds are contagious dis-
eases. Children, by exposure
to lots of other children at
school, and their parents
Oak Grove Meet
The Oak Grove Baptist
Church WMU met Tuesday,
Nov. 28, at 7 p.m. at the home
of Clara Jean Paschall for the
monthly meeting and Bible
study.
Becky Mansfield presided.
Jane Morton led the opening
prayer and read the Call to
Prayer from the Royal Ser-
vice. Freda Humphreys led in
prayer for missionaries
having birthdays on that date.
"My God and My Indians"
was the subject of the lesson
from the Royal Service
mission magazine. The Bible
study was on "World
Religions."
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Paschall to Pauline
Story, Hilda Evitts, Jane
Morton, Becky Mansfield, and
Freda Humphreys.
Fruit plates were prepared
for Senior members of the
church.
Widows Of .Master Masons
Entertained By Local Lodge
Widows of Master Masons Lod  .e No. '105 Feee and
livintiiiBierareenrerespecief-' ceelitiingraions--ai paiday,
guests at the annual familt Dec. 15, at 6:30 p.m. at the
night dinner held by Mtirra Lodge Hall, Highway 121
An Early Christmas Tread kavg
**BRASS TARGET**
ALEXANDER SALKIND maim
MARLON BRANDT) • GENE HACKMAN 4, A RICHARD DONNER FILM
SUPERMAN
GHRISTOPHE R REEVE •NED BEATY Y• JACKIE COOPER- GLENN FORD
TREVOR HOWARD • MARGOT KIDDER VALERIE PERFUME • MARIA SCHElt
TERENCE STAMP • PHYLLIS THAX TER • SUSANNAH YORK
van a MARIO PU10 • St Rff *Pt AI ay MARIO PUI0..13A1110 NEWMAN
LE SLR NEWMAN Iwo ROBERT SENIOR





A MA.MAsc • M ',. SONDRA LOCKE
.GEOFFIRY:L wiS • BEvEMK C>ANGELO
vome,•-•ir KEmY )0E KKONSBEKG • €•.; V  
'10 I, fel .5, !A•A, ACr.i") • r flf S • 7t., ,te 1 t+, *OM. D5(,
It takes someone wry special to help you forket
someone very special.
COKE BERGEN
itaA POP RT illtliND
North.
Arrangements for the food
and serving were made by
ladies of Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Eastern
Star. They were assisted by
members of the lodge.
The invocation was given by
Howard McNeely, chaplain. A
brief history of the new




speaking for the guests, ex-
pressed their appreciation for
remembering the widows,
have more colds than the
adults without school age
children.
-Any one who is exposed to
lots of other people is more
likely to get a cold. I am
sending you The Health Let-
ter number 3-2, Cold And Flu
Group, Prevention And
Treatment. Others who want
thi,s issue can send 5O-cent
with a long, stamped,- self-
addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. It will
give you some useful infor-
mation.
Meanwhile, I would sug-
gest that you keep in mind
that colds are often spread
by your hands. Keep your
hands clean, and wear
gloves if you are out. A hand
that picks up germs from a
door knob and then touches
the face may innoculate you
with cold germs.
DEAR DR. LAMB - Two
months ago I had a pulmo-
nary embolism. What
causes an embolism? HOW
can I prevent it from occur-
ring again? Will I have a
good chance to live a normal
life and will I be restricted
from anything? Would tak-
ing Coumadin for a long
period of time hurt me in
any way or is it good for me?
DEAR READER - A pul-
monary embolisni usually
refers to a blood clot that has
gone to the lungs. The blood
clot commonly forms in the
legs or in the deep veins in
the lower body. The clot
moves with the circulation
to return to the nght side of
the heart. Front here it flows
through the heart to the
lungs with the blood that
goes there to pick up oxygen.
Because the arteries to the
lung get smaller and smaller
as they branch out to the tiny
air sacks, the blOod clot
lodges and obstructs the
arterial flow to a portion of
the lung. If the clot is small
and the area of the lung is
small, the effects are limited
but if it is a very large clot
and blocks a main artery, it
can be more dangerous.
The actual attack resem-
bles a heart attack and often
doctors have trouble ini-
tially deciding which ,a pa-
tient has.
The Coumadin you asked
about is to prevent forma-
tion of blood clots. You
didn't say what your age is
but, of course, birth control
pills are sometimes sus-
pected as a factor in forming
clots. Bed rest and inactivity
sometimes contribute to for-
mation of clots, too. Sitting
with the back of the thighs
under pressure to the point
of occluding the veins along
the back of the thighs may
also cause it.
Your outlook depends a lot
on what caused the clot. If it
was an isolated event and
you take Coumadin, the
chances of a normal life
span are excellent. I would
advise avoiding prolonged
sitting and standing without
movement. If you must sit,
get up and move around at
least every half hour to stir
up your circulation.
'peat -Adyil,
By Abigail Van Buren
ea_pectgly during ILIILAWQ11- - --92-Peeta:of the year when they ate busy -




Connie Jones, Jessie Robin-
son, Lorah Ashcraft, Martha




Lottie Gibson, Lola McClain,
Fannie Stubblefield, Hilda
Hart, Lorene McCage, lsJ
Wilson, Calista Clanton,
Freda Butterworth, Elizabeth
Marshall, Nell Denton. Louise
Short, Betty Dodd, Ola Win-
chester, aid Opal Emerine.
Murray-Calloway Neigkborflood,.
Corr Meet Held At Scut Cabin •
The Murray-Calloway
Neighborhood Girl Scout Core
meeting was held Thursday,
Dec. 7, at the Girl Scout Cabin.
Judy Jones was elected as
public relations chairman,
and Dianne Spurlock volun-
teered as Core Cookie
chairman.
The group planned a
carolling session on Dec. 14
from 4:30 to 6 p.m. at the Scout
Cabin.








Lowell Forces, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Feirres of
Hazel, is a patient at St.
Elizabeth's Hospital, Building
B, 2698 Martin Luther King,
Jr., Avenue, Washington, D.
C. 20032. Persons may send
him cards and letters there as
he will not be able to home for
the holidays. —
Pine Bluff Craft
Club Has Lund-icor) CLOSE-OUTCLOSE-OUT.
Sue Ford, Sherry Hudson,
Carolyn Scott, Deborah
Hudgins, and Sue Pennington.
leaders.
SKIM CARE TIPS
Buy some plants and keep
your skin beautiful this
winter.
A riddle? Not at all. Der-
matologists will tell you that
dry heat in buildings draws
moisture from the skin in
cold weather. To replace the
needed moisture and. prevent
skin -from drying out, buy
plants and keep them well
watered and misted. (Unless
you're allergic to plants. of
course). They add humidity
to the environment.
Keep thermostats set to
comfortable but not excessive
temperatures in winter. Use
a vaporizer or humidifies in
rooms where you spend Much'
time.
Take quick, warm baths:
not long hot ones. Hot water





The Pine Bluff Craft Club
had a Christmas pot luck
luncheon at the home of Jean
Stentstrom on Dec. 14.
Following the turkey dinner a




were Edith Hamm, Ann
Sympson, Hazel Wainscott,
Phyllis 1,usk, Angie Evans,
Mary Gertaen, Dolores
Zinkovich, Mary Alford,,June
Seyer and her daughter,
Bernadine, who is visiting
here from Norfolk.
Too Many-
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for accommodating Anna From
Montana who asked for a rerun of a poem titled "Slow Me
Down. Lord."
I've been reading you faithfully in the Capital Times in
Madison for years and I have never seen that poem before. I
think it was one of the most inspirational I've ever read.
Who was the author?
WISCONSINITE
DEAR WIS: "Slow Me Down, Lord" was written by
Wilfred A. Peterson, the author of several fine books, in-
cluding the best-selling "The Art of Living."
Fifteen years ago a reader sent "Slow Me Down, Lord" to
me and asked iii could help locate the author. (It had been
published in a church bulletin labeled "author unknown." 1
ran the poem in my column and asked the author to please
come forward. Within a week I received 92 letters from
readers-all claiming authorship!
Aft- PrElfiltistve you lived your whole life in
California?
NOSY IN NASHVILLE
DEAR NOSY: Not yet.
DEAR ABBY: When Steve and I were engaged, he gave
me a beautiful 11/2-carat diamond ring. I didn't pick it outot
His mother did. In fact, she also paid for it.
We broke off the engagement and I gave the ring back to,.,'
Steve. A month later the engagement was on again, SG'S--
Steve gave me the same diamond with the understanding
that if we ever got divorced I would have to give back the's
diamond. .14
Well, we have been married for three months now, and 11
feel very uncomfortable wearing this ring. I feel as though it •'
doesn't really belong to me - I'm just wearing it on a loan.
What should I do?
# SPARKLING BUT UNEASY
DEAR SPARKLING: Return Mama's ring to Steve. And
tell him that until HE can buy you a diamond, you'll live
without one.
DEAR ABBY: Since airsiost everyone is interested in sav-k
•ing money, may I make a suggestion?
Folks who go to a lot of trouble and expense sending out1
mimeogriphed "Dear Friends" Christmas newsletters%
should consider this: Most people can tolerate the usual-.
bragging: "Jack is now Vice President of his firm, I was
elected Women's Club secretary, our daughter hits the lead
in her class play, our son was accepted in Law School, and
we all went to the Orient last year." But if the senders can't
add one handwritten personal line, such as,:"And how i•
YOUR family?" they should trim their mailing list. And I
hope' they start with ME!
SOMEBODY IN ILLINOIS
If you put off writing letters because you don't know what ilf
to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters for all
Occasions." Send SI and a long, stamped 128 centsl, self
addressed envelope to ,Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverl
Hills, Calif. 90212.
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Tuesday. December 19
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World will
meet at the home of Sarah
Alexander at 6:30 p.m.
Members of the Murray
Woman's Club, their families,
and guests will meet at 7 p.m.
at the club house_ to go
carolling with B. J. Berrill of
the Music Department as
leader.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall, Highway 121 North.
- - - -
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at Health
Center at 7 p.m.
Hours at Waterfield Library
at Murray State University
will be from 8 a.m, to mid-
night, and at Pogue Library
from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Murray High SchOol Vocal
Music Department aid
Symphonic Band will present
a program at the school at 7
p.m.
Wednesday, December 20
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping. Note
change from Friday to
Wednesday.
Bazaar by Senior Citizens
will be at the Ellis Community
Center from 10 a.m. to 5-p.m.
Hours at Waterfield ufld -
Pogue Libraries at Murray
State University will be from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Janelle Doyle Group of
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at parlor of the
chuch at 9:30 a.m.
•
Thursday, December 21
Murray State Racers will
play Northeast Louisiana in a
basketball game at Murray
State I-- ieldhouse.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m
at the lodge hall.
Women of the Moose will
meet at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall
with the officers to meet at 7
p.m.
Betty Sledci Baptist Young
Women of First Baptist
Church will meet at the home
of RebeCca Cunningham at 9
a. m.
Friday, December 22
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Owen
will be honored at a reception
in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. All friends
and relatives are invited to
call between the hours of 7 to 9
p.m.
Four-H Members will help
with the Christmas party at
the Nutrition Program for the
Elderly at the Douglas Center.
Hours at the Waterfield
Library and Pogue Library,
Murray State University, will
be from 8 a.m. te 4;30 p.m.
Calloway County Animal
Shelter will closed today at 5
p.m. and will not reopen until
Jan. 2 at 8 a.m.
- No shopping for Senior
Citizens will be held today.
Bowhasdag Senior citizens FRANKFORT, Ky. The
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
The J. N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at the
s6cial hall of the First United
Methodist Church at 1:30 p.m.
Members note change from
home of Mrs. John J. Livesay.
Thursday, December 21
Bazaar by Senior Citizens
will be held at Ellis Com-
munity Center from 8 a.m. to 4-
p.m.
Hours for Waterfield and
Pogue Libraries at Murray
State University will be from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Extension Workers. of First
Baptist Church will meet with
Mrs. Andrus at 12 noon.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Cindy Ragsdale
at 7 p.m.
Kentucky - Department Of
Education has hired two
consultants for its en-
vironmental and nutrition
education programs, ac-




will coordinate the en-
vironmental education
programs. Theiss has a
master's degree in education
and environmental science
from Murray State Univer-
sity. She has taught in
Louisville and served for a
year as a naturalist for the
Museum of Natural History in
Louisville.
Mickie Hudson of Berea will
coordinate nutrition education
programs She received her
master's degree -in education
and home Neconomics from
Eastern Kentucky University
in August and has taught
preschool and home
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The wedding of Miss Tanard
Osbron, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Osbron of Hazel
Route 2, and Ricky Dale
Cunningham, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Cunningham,
Magnolia Drive, Murray, was
solemnized in a fall ceremony
at the Martin's Chapel United
-Methodist Church.
The bride LS the grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Guthrie Osbron of Hazel Route
2 and of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
Nix of Murray. The groom's
grandmother is Mrs. Reba
Parrish of Murray.
Bill Johnson officiated at the
double ring ceremony as the
couple stood at the white arch
with a bouquet of rainbow
colored mums, carnations,
daisies, and gladioli at the top.
A vase of the same flowers
was placed on columns on
each side of the arch. The
unity candles with the center
candle lighted stood in the
background. White bows
marked the family pews.
The program of nuptial
music was presented by Mrs.
Oneida White, pianist and
soloist. Her selections were
"Evergreen," "Sunrise
Sunset," "Time In A Bottle,"




The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
wore a formal length gown of
white crepe. The fitted bodice
had a N-neckline enhanced by
a lace ruffle. The neckline
featured a sheer overlay of
chiffon centered with three
lac. flowers. Slim fitting
chiffon sleeves were cuffed
with a narrow lace ruffle. The
circular skirt flowed into a
chapel length train accented
with a lace ruffle around the
bottom.— •
A cathedral length' •Veil of
bridal lace floWed from a lace
covered Juliet cap. Her dress
was fashioned and designed
by her mother and mothe4-in-
la w. She carried a bridal
bouquet of white carnations,
rosebuds, and pink, blue and
yellow daisies with baby's
breath and ivy.
Miss Jeanne Schroeder was
the maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were Dee Tonia
Dunn and Nix Ann Osbron,
sisters of the bride, and
Rhonda Housden.
The attendants wore floor
length dresses in pastel colors
of blue, pink, yellow, and
green, and carried bouquets of
blue, yellow, and pink daisies
with baby's breath and
rainbow ribbons.
Antonia Dunn, niece of the
bride, was flower girl. She
wore a light blue floor length
dress with floral print chiffon
Plans have been completed
for the wedding of Miss Ginger
Gilliam, daughter of Mrs.
Robert Eugene Farless of
Murray and Frank Gilliam,
Sr. of Lexington, to Tim
Philpot, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence S. Philpot of
Murray.
The family ceremony will be
held on Saturday, Dec. 23, at 5
p.m. at the bride-elect's home,
1712 Magnolia Drive, Murray,
- with the Rev. Robert Eugene
Farless of the First United
Methodist Church performing
the double ring ceremony.
Attending the bride-elect
will be her brother, Frank G.
Gilliam, Jr., and the groom
elect will be attended by his
father, Lawrence S. Philpot.
Serving at the reception will
be Julie Waldrop, cousin of the
bride-elect, Mayfield, Mrs.
Kim Pulliom, Versailles, Miss
Kathy Fritz, Louisville, and
Elaine Eversmeyer, Murray.
Miss Laurie Beatty will attend
the bridal register.
The reception will be
directed by Mrs. L. M. Tipton
Reed, Mayfield, Mts. Charles
A. Williams, Paducah, aunts
of the bride-elect, and Mrs
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Geraldine Rita Hornbeck of
Murray Route 6 was
dismissed Dec. 1 from the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
„„A watch chain worn across
the vas( from one pocket to
another is called an albert.
ruffles. She carried a lace
basket of white daisies and
ivy.
Kim Grogan was best man
for Mr. Cunningham. The
groomsmen were Randy
Dunn, Mike Cunningham, and
Brent Allen, the latter a
brother-in-law of the groom.
Timmy Cunningham, nephew
of the groom, was the
ringbearer.
The gr6om wore a white
tuxedo with a white ruffled
shirt and a boutonniere of a
white rosebud with 'greenery.
The men attendants wore
white tuxedoes with ruffled
shirts of pastel colors. They




of the groom, . were ushers.
Kcit nepirew of the
groom and cousin of thehritie,
lighted the candles. They also
wore white tuxedoes with light
blue shirts and white rosebud
boutonnieres.
Vickie Allen, twin sister of
the groom, presided at the
register. Susan Cunningham,
sister-in-law of the groom, and.
Judi Warren, aunt of the
bride, directed the wedding.
They all had white carnation
corsages.
The mother of the bride
chose to wear a floor length,
gown of light blue jersey knit.
The groom's mother wore a
floor length gown of aqua
crepe. They both wore cor-
sages of daisies centerd with
white rosebuds.
Receptions
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the
church fellowship hall.
The tables were adorned
with bouquets of multi,colored
Harold Eversmeyer.
A reception for all friends
and relatives of the couple will
follow from six to nine p.m. at
the bride-elect's home, 1712
Magnolia Drive, Murray.'
garden flowers and single
candles.
The two tiered wedding
cake, decorated with white
and small groomsmen and
bridesrnaids' statuettes, was
topped with a bride and groom
'statuette. Punch was served
from a crystal punch bowl.
Mints, made by the groom's
mother, and nuts were served
from silver appointments. A
bouquet of garden flowers in a
silver bowl centered the
bride's table.
Hostesses for the reception
were Susan Cunningham and
Rebecca Cunningham, sisters-
in-law of the groom, Vickie
Allen, twin sister of the
groom, and Brenda Nix, sister
'of the groom and aunt of the




selections at the reception. .
Mr. and Mrs. 'Cunningham
no' reside at their mobile
home on Murray .Route 1 at
Stella.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents en-
tertained with a rehearsal
supper at the Sirloin Stockade,
Murray.
Christy Lynn Scott,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert N. Scott of 903 North
16th St., Murray, received a
master of science degree in
nursing from the University of
Tennessee Center for the
Health Sciences Saturday.
Miss _Scott, who was
graduated- in 1975 with a
bachelor of science degree in
nursing from Murray State
University, was one of -311
students to be graduated in
ceremonies at the Mid-South
Coliseum.
Most of the graduates were
from Tennessee, but some
were from other states and
three were from foreign
countries — Iran, Greece and
India.
U. S. Rep. Tim Lee Carter, a
graduate of the UT College of
Medicine and a memt .2.1. of the
House of Representatives
since 1964, was the com-
mencement speaker.
Dr. T. Albert Farmer Jr.,
chancellor of UTCHS and UT
vice president for the health
affairs, presided at the
ceremony.
Following commencement,
graduates and members of
their families attended a
reception in the Coliseum in
their honor.
_UTCHS is one of five
campuses in the University of
Tennessee system and in-
cludes the colleges of
medicine, dentistry, phar-
macy, basic medical sciences,




Steven Patric Sears of
Murray Route 5 was
dismissed Dec. 1 from the As children with this disorder
4.4-_14-141t-4.9 -4191.14_4_4^enterAtrelteti-,Ye .ftrartheit '84Y,
Mr. and Mrs. James Huston Bass
Mr. and Mrs. James Huston Bass of Murray Route 1,
Coldwater community, will observe their 50th wedding an-
niversary on Sunday, Dec. 24.
No formal celebration is planned due to the ill health of the
couple.
Mr. and Mrs. Bass were married Dec. 24, 1928, in Detroit,
Mich. They resided for 32 years in Flint, Mich., where Mr.
Bass was employed by General Motors. In 1960 they moved
back to Calloway County and Mr. Bass worked at Murray
State University for 11 years.
The couple attends the Coldwater Church of Christ. Mrs.
Bass is the former Lesby Marine, daughter of the late Robert
Marine and Ella Tucker Marine. Mr. Bass is the son of the
late Jasper Franklin Bass and Alice Kirk Bass.
WASHINGTON ( AP )
_-krunnix those substances that
may be hazardous to your
health is common table salt,
says the Health Insurance In-
stitute.
A growing number of medical
authorities are advocating dras-
tic curtailment in the amount
of salt consumed each day by
the average American family.
They contend that practically
all of us are eating more salt
than we need — so much that it
is a contributing factor in high
blood pressure.
It has reached the point where
homemakers are being urged to
Mint their family's salt intake
as rigorously as they. do
calories, the institute says.
NEW HYDE PARK, N.Y.
( AP) — Children do not auto-
matically outgrow the symp-
toms of herperactivity, report
two physicians at the Child De-
velopment Center at Long
Island Jewish-Hillside Medical
Center here.
Recent studies have reversed
the assumption that childhood
hyperkinesis is outgrown at pu-
berty, say Or. Jeffrey Mattes
and Dr. Rachel Gittleinan-
Klein.
Mayfield. some of the signs Of hyperki-
nesis may diminish, but other
symptoms such as poor concen-
tration and impulsive behavior
may remain to make life even
more difficult than usual during
adolescence.
The ocean sunfish, a large
disk-like beast, can weigh
several hundred pounds. It
subsists on a diet of jellyfish.







do poorly in school and have
trouble making friends because
of thek impulsive behavior,'•
Dr. Mates explains. "These
problems deprive them of the
sense of achievement and the
self-esteem that is so important
to healthy development.
-If these children receive
help early, it is possible that
some of the later difficulties
can be avoided," he adds.
"Treatment does not cure the
condition but it -does alleviate
Amoy of-the_symptokna.!.! —
• Such treatment may include
medication, behavior therapy,
psychotherapy, tutoring and re-
mediation in academic studies,.
counseling of parents and con-





The average U.S. Citizen works more than one-third of .
the year to pay his federal, state and local taxes. With
taxes taking more-and more earnings each year, no
one want to pay more than the law requir9s.
The Certified Public Accountant—CPA—proviAs
professional up-to-date fax sayings services.
The CPA
• prepares personal and business fax refurps
• 9SSiStS Wittlidk plann.ing for long-range security and
maximum family income
• can represent the taxpayer before
the Internal Revenue Service
CPA's are one of the best sources of help available









As families in 35 Kentucky
counties begin the difficult
process of recovering from last
week's flood, the American Red
Cross has moved swiftly to
their aid. Volunteers from local
Red Cross Chapters, assisted
by National Red Cross Disaster
Personnel assigned to this
area, have put their resources
and years of experience at the
disposal of our citizens.
Red Cross has met emergen-
cy needs for food, clothing,
basic household furnishings,
medical and health care sup-
plies, occupational supplies and
equipment for minor home
repairs. All Red Cross service
to flood victims is given as an
outright gift of the American
people. It takes more than
willing hands and hearts to help
a community and its stricken
families to recover from the
disaster.
It also take funds to un-
derwrite Red Cross emergency
services. To provide this help to
the people of Kentucky, Red
Cross has launched an
Mulligan's Stew
emergency hind appeal. All ot
us should help support the
helping hand of the Red Cross
by giving generously. Con-
tributions earmarked for the
' 'Kentucky Flood Relief"
should be sent to the Red Cross
Chapter nearest you. The
Murray-Calloway County Red




By-HUGH A. MULLIG-AN _ _
AP Special Correspondent
RIDGEFIELD, team (AP) — As
soon as he reached the station,
Hollyberry should have realized this
was going to be no ordinary December
day.
The dude in the BMW didn't race him
for the La:st parking space beside the
tracks.
Then the conductor waved off the
proffered commuter ticket and pun-
ched up a little card that read:
Welcome aboard old friend ...
Today's trip is on us ...
Merry Christmas from CON-FtAIL.
The train was early, too.
As Hollyberry made his way up Fifth
Avenue, a Salvation Army band struck
iip "0 Holy Night." It was the .only
Ctristmas carol he really liked, and
Ifollyberry found tanself putting five
ciallars. in the pot.
....Passing Brentano's-windows, he was
ctelighted to find "Truffles, Trifles and
liivetss" the trendy cookbook his wife
nted for Christmas, had been
marked down .from $24.95 to $4.95.
:He made a mental note to have his
secretary buy it, then he remembered
Its was the day he was supposed to
take her and his two typists to lunch.
-Lows, the elevator starter, was
grinning his greedy December grim,
bat he stunned Hollyberry by popping
an expensive Havana into his lapel
packet. "The CPA on 17 gave me this
before I could tell him I quit smoking in
Jane. Smoke up a Christrnas storm."
Lino, the shoe shine boy, always good
fair a fiver and never happy with that,
alto had a gift for him. Two tickets to
the Knicks game at the Garden. "Got
Today In History
'That's the Christmas spirit . . . It's even better to give than to receive'
-:tartst-for- therms-Takintrantsof-thestr—
cheapie fihts to Fort Lauderdale to
spend Christmas with the grand- .
chirdren."
Then his secretary and the two
typists announced that for once they
were taking him to lunch. They picked a
much better restaurant than he had in
mind, and handed over a decanter of
bourbon, noosed with chain and
medallion that said: "Our Boss is a
Real Human Being."
It choked him up more than the
Christmas bonus the chairman handed
over later that afternoon, the firm's
first in years.
At the happy hour in the bar by the
terminal, everyone, kept offering free
drinks. Even the owner, bought a house
round. And to Hollyberry's astonish-
ment, the bar car was offering free
drinks, too.
North of Darien, he fell into a con-
tented sleep. In the back reaches of his
brain, A soprano voice sang: "Above
thy deep and dreamless sleep, the silent
stars go by." Then other, coarser
voices intruded.
"I don't know who this creep is. Took
on a cargo of booze and slept past the
last stop. Always happens Christmas
week." The conductor was standing
over him, surrounded by rougher types
in blue striped overalls. Out the win-
dow. snow was falling in the railroad
yards. Grudgingly, they assisted him
over the live third rails.
With luck, if the taxi driver had the
Christmas spirit, Hollyberry could get
home for under 30 bucks. He didn't need
to ask what happened to the decanter of
bonded bourbon. He already knew. The
ghost of Christmas-about-to-come had
done a number on him.
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday; Dec. 19, the 353rd
day of 1978. There are 12 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history: ,
On this date in 1946, war broke out-in
Pndochina as troops under Ho Chi Minh
launched widespread attacks against
the French.
On this date:
In 1675, British colonists defeated
Narragansett Indians in Rhode Island
in the last battle of King Philip's War.
In 1732, Benjamin•Franklin began to
publish his "Poor Richard's Almanac"
in Philadelphia.
In 1842, the United States recogized
the independence of Hawaii.
In 1939, in World War-L the crew of
the German liner, Columbus, scuttled
the ship in mid-Atlantic to avoid cap-
ture by the British.
In 1950, Gen. Dwight Eisenhower was
named commander of military forces
operating under the. North 'Atlantic
"Tteaty Organization.
In 1967, President Lyndon Johnson
and other world leaders flew to
Australia for funeral services for
Prime Minister Harold Holt, who hod
drbwned in the ocean near Melbourne.
Ten years ago: Socialist Norman
Thomas, a candidate for U.S. president
six times, died at the age of 84.
Five years ago: Former Secretary of
DefenSe Melvin Laird resigned as
President Richard Nixon's chief
domestic adviser.
One year ago: The Palestine
Liberation Organization rejected the
„latest Israeli proposals for Middle East
peace.
Today's birthdays: Soviet Com-
munist Party chief Leonid Brezhnev is
72. British actor Sir Ralph Richardson
is 76. Actress Cicely Tyson is 39.
Thought for today: Soldiers usually
win the battles, and generiTs get the
credit for-them — Napoleon Bonaparte,
1769-1821.
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Garrott's Galley Bs 51.4 'am ill
The Anatomy Of An Appearance
On The Walter Cronkite Show
If you happened to have been wat-
ching the CBS Evening News with
Walter Cronkite between 6 and 6:30
p.m. Tuesday. Dec. 12, you could have
heard him mention — ever so briefly
Murray State.
That is, you would have had you
known it was coming and if your at-
tention had been glued to the screen. If
you by chance had sneezed at the
moment, however, you would have
missed it. It was just that brief.
Here is how it all came about — the
anatomy of a national television report,
so to speak.
+++
. As you may or may not know, the
Racers had played Evansville the
-
CBS -and Cronkite wanted to note the
anniversary-with a report on the new
Evansville team and how it was doing
on its long climb back up the basketball
prominence ladder.
It just so happened that they were
playing at Murray State just before the
first anniversary of the crash rolled
around.
As usual, our radio-television man,
Dan Roberts, had video taped the entire
game for use on Coach Ron Greene's
Sunday night TV show over WPSD-TV,
Paducah.
As a courtesy, he offered some of the
tape to WFIE-TV in Evansville just
about the time Hal Fisher, one of the
producers of the CBS Evening News
siussfs‘t:
fly it to Chicago and the -CBS-studios
there in time for Cronkite's 6 p.m. air
time.
+++
Knowing all this, I sat glued to my set
that evening as Cronkite reported on
just about everything in the world
before suddenly, there it was — a map
of Indiana with Evansville spotlighted
and Walter talking about the tragic
accident and the fact that it had hap-
pened a year ago.
Then, as the screen flashed the
Evansville and Murray players
scrambling for a rebound beneath one
of the goals, he told how the Evansville
team had won its first game on the long
road back — "a 59-58 close one over
evening before and had dropped a 59-58 C Kentuckys lylAir_ALStatg," ontacted WEIgsTV lasee if any film or . 
--/staA-Vrettliefr To -qK:7PgilVI*L4fe1g1:77----jipt- tif --frie---12-74---ar•-iyfruito. --isia----- s----That sitatsits------ • ----'----------.---- "-------'--
Neither team had won a game in the available, since Evansville hid won at
budding 1978-79 season when they took 
I .last.
the floor. He was immediately referred to Dan
CBS And Cronkite were interested here in Murray.-That was about mid-
because it was a year ago on Dec. 13, - morning. After‘that things developed
1977, that the entire Evansville swiftly.
basketball team, its coaches, managers While Dan was getting the tape ready
and sports information director had to ship, CBS chartered a twin-engine
died in a plane crash at the Evansville plane from Ohio Valley Aviation in
airport. They were attempting to take . Paducah, had it come to Murray, pick
off for a game with Middle Tennessee in up the tape from Dan at the airport and
Murfreesboro.




r WASHINGTON (AP) — A glamorous
politician — a senator, maybe even a
president — strides to the podium in a
small-tom n gymnasium and %Skits for'
the cheering to stop.
"I want you to know how pleased I am
to be in Midville," says Glamorous
Politician. "Now, how many of you
think the Hedgehogs are going to win
their lEtth straight on Saturday"
The crowd goes wild. Everyone in
town Ls rooting for the local high school
team to win its 10th straight.
"What a guy!" the folks are thinking
"This Glamorous Politician must be
some kind of regular guy if he roots for
the Hedgehogs."
What the audience really has heard Ls
the work of a good speechwriter.
Paul Theis.spent many years as a
good speecarriter for Republican
members of Congress and fir President
Gerald R. Ford. Theis recently wrote a
quick guide for Capitol Hill speech-
writers.
Among the points to keep in mind:




To take everything you don't believe
in the Bible or that don't suit your fancy
or peed and say Christ nailed it to the
cross, is simply not the truth, but rather
- a way for man to reason away those
things which don't fit his particular
doctrine.
But I thank the Lord that it doesn't
matter what man says about Ills Word,
His Word stands; and no man can
• change it Those who try to are referred
to as false prophets, and the Lord has
plans for them as well.
The only-true facts about the Lord are
NOT. found between the ears of man,
but rather Between Genesis and
Revelations in the Holy Bible, God's
instruction book to men.
Sincerely,
Dee Pinkerton
Route' 5 Box 2335
Murray, xtrittictry 4207l
—"Is the local football or baseball
team on an extended winning streak?
Properly worked into the speech, local
references show that the senator or
representative has taken the time to
find out something about the audience,
and few things are more flattering, or
warm up an audience faster."
—"Don't try to cover more than two
or three main points in the speech."
—"One caution, when quoting
someone else, it's best to quote a higher
authority than the member of
Congress, unless there's a specific
reason to do otherwise."
—"Properly used, humor is perhaps
the best weapon.there is to soften up an
audience, especially if the humor shows
the audience that the speaker did his
homework. In using humor, keep these
points in mind: unless your boss is a
good storyteller, skip the long involved
jokes. Use short, punchy oneliners. If
possible, make the speaker the butt of
the jokes. Never use cruel or unkind
humor against anyone. Avoid the use of
stories about race or religion."
The Democrats recently held a
convention in Memphis. Before
choosing the Tennessee city, they
looked at _ a number of possibilities,
including Honolulu and Seattle.
The day most delegates arrived in'
Memphis the temperature was 75. Bat
then clouds rolled in and it turned
sharply colder.
By the next morning it was cold and a
steady rain was fallitg.
Said a delegate from Seattle to the
Western Caucus's "Let me remind you
that the reason we are not in Seattle is
that we wanted to avoid the cold rain in
the Northwest."
Bible Thought
Give unto the Lord glory and
strength. — Psalm 29:1.
Our God is self-sufficient, but He is
our !leavenly Father. He is well
pleased when we are His friends. Give
Jiiso your friendahipand your lova-Ara
you for Him, or against Him?
It all took about 10 seconds. Like-e
said, if you had sneezed or reached for
another biscuit at the moment, you
would have missed it, but there we were
for all the world to see! Murray State on
national television!
+++
Shortly after Cronkite had left the air,
• Fisher called Dan here in Murray and
apologized for not being able to use
more of the tape. It had just been
squeezed down — almost out — because
of a rash of more significant world news
events like Golda Meir's funeral, the
rioting in Iran and the flood waters in
the Ohio Valley.
Fisher also expressed pleasure and
surprise at learning that Murray State
was equipped to provide video tape of
the quality sent him. He also said that if
anything --ef-natiortal-neys weness
ever happened at the univers y in the
future he would give it careful con-
sideration for use if we would contact
him.
Two days later, he sent Dan's tape
back to him, special delivery, along
with a handwritten note of ap-
preciation.
As a result, Dan has established an
important and valuable national
television contact, one which. could pay
off handsomely in the future. That's the
way we work in this • business: .You
scratch my back and I'll scratch yours.
As Walter would say, that, too, was




10 Years Ago -
Definite plans for a Day Care Center
for the Mentally Retarded Children of
Murray and Calloway County are
progressing, according to a report
made at the meeting of the Calloway
County Association for Retarded
Children.
- Deaths reported include Radford
West and Quincy Adams.
The 30th traffic accident report in the
city of Murray for December was filed
last night by officers of the Murray
Police Department. Injuries to seven
persons have been reported in the
December traffic accident reports.
The Murray State University Rifle
Team defeated the- U. S. - Naval
Academy, Annapolis, Md., in a match
on Dec. 14.
Hickman County beat Fteidland and
South Marshall beat Murray High in
, opening games of the Calloway County
High School Christmas Basketball
Tournament. High scorers were
Mullins with 17 for Hickman, Barnett
with 14 for leidland, McGregor with 21
for South Marshall, and Scott with 18
for Murray High.
Christmas vacations will begin Dec.
20 for students in Murray and Calloway
County Schools and also for Murray
State University.
20 Years Ago
Murray State College will now par-
ticipate in the student loan program
established by the National Defense
Education Act of 1958, according to J.
Matt Sparkman, dean of students at
Murray State.
Rob Huie, superintendent of the
Murray Water and Sewer System, said
work on the secondary treatment
facilities at the sewerage plant here
had been completed.
Bill Kopperud and Frank Rickman
will serve as co-captains of the 1959
football team at Murray High School,
according to the announcement made
at the annual football banquet held at
the Kentucky Colonel.
Births reported include a boy, Bruce
Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs. Bob G. Neale _
on Dec. 16.
In high school basketball games
Kirksey beat Farmington, Mayfield
beat Murray thaz Cr
-heatfUter.-fligh tern storeit- Were - -
Key with 26 for Kirksey, Smith with 27
for Farmington, Wadlington with 20 for
Mayfield, Paschall with 12 for Murray
High, J. Green with 20 for New Con-
cord, and Thomas with 14 for Hazel.
30 Years Ago
An article,- written by William
McElratti of Murray, on a Civil War
incident in Calloway County, was
published in "Kentucky All Over"
column in the magazine section of the
Louisville Courier-Journal last Sunday.
Deaths reported include Mrs. R. W.
Hendricks, 77, Janet Lorene Douglas,
infant girl, and James C. Bllbrey.
Rachel Rowland, Calloway County
Home Demonstration Agent, discussed
the goals of a good club at the meeting
of the Harris Grove Homemakers Club
held Dec. 16 at the home of Mrs. Cody
Taylor.
Hazel beat Lynn Grove, Hardin beat
New Concord. Almo beat Kirksey, and
Cairo beat Murray High in high school
basketball games. High team scorers
were Brandon with 17 for Hazel, B.
Howard and D. Howard with 18 each for
Lynn Grove, Siress with 22 for Hardin,
Winchester and Williams with 8 each
for New Concord, Lovett with 10 for
Alma, Beach with 10 for Kirksey,
Johnson with 19 for Cairo, and Jeffrey
with 11 for Murray High.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is s,





WASHINGTON (AP) -- The comet
Brzezinski, last seen disappearing over
the Potomac in the shadow of a rising
Cyrus R. Vance, is once again shining
over the White House .
For those stargazers who tended to
' write off President. Carter's national
security assistant six months ago when
the secretary of statillkseemed to be
ascending, the word around the
president's quarters Is blunt: You were
wrong.
Three recent developments lend
support to those- who say Zbigniew
Brzezinski continues to have the
. president's ear in a key policy-making
. role while Vance dOvotes his time and
energy to the Middle East and arms
limitation diplomacy.
Item No. 1: When Carter heads to the
Caribbean island' of Guadeloupe next
month for summit meetings, he and the
leaders of France, West Germany and
England will be taking one adviser each
into their joint conferences. Brzezinski
will be at the president's side!
Item No. 2: When the president
decided he needed a special task force
studying longterm options in the
PerstanOutf atterrritietzing sharply
the work of the State Department — he
named former Undersecretary of State
George Ball to head the group. Ball was
brought back to government service,
with Carter's approval, by none other
than Brzeiinski
Item No. 3: While on a European
tour, Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal was dispatched on a
sudden side trip to BAcharest to confer
with Romanian President Nicolae
Ceausescu after the communist leader
Stistssed signs of growing independence
from Moscow. The National SeCurity
Council, directed by Brzezinskt, was
the guiding force behind, the suddsn
visit.
• •
The sudden flurry of Brzezinski's
activities is coincidental, insists one of
his aides seeking to make the least of
any competition between his boss and
the secretary of state. The activities
are dictated by his role as a policy
adviser rather than a diplomat.
Where does all this leave Brzezinski?
It leaves him, according to his not-
unbiased deputy, David Aaron, right
where he was all along.
It deinonstrates, Aaron said, that
those "who were writing him off" were
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Wood Burning Stoves
Can Be Boobytraps
That charming wckod bur-
ning stove you picked up at a
garage sale this past summer
has 4een a real conversation
piece. Now it's time to decide
whether or not to turn it into a
source of heat during the
winter months.
However, while wood
burning stoves have a charm
all their own and have become
very popular since the onset of
the energy crisis and
skyrocketing fuel bills, they do
Present a potential danger to
life and property, according to
the Insurance Information
Institute.
There's a lot more to using a
wood burning stove than just
installing it in your home and
lighting the fire. In the first
two months of 1978, the
Product Safety commission
reported approximately 60
fires caused by wood burning
stoves. The Commission is
concerned that improper
installation and misuse of
these stoves will result in
further loss of life and damage
in the fall and winter of 1978-
79.
The Commission's concern
is shared by fire prevention
officials, stove manufacturers
and the insurance industry.
The problem, according to
executives in each of these
areas, is that the vast
majority of wood burning
stoves are installed in homes
on a do-it-yourself basis. The
result is improper installation,
leading to fires causing loss of
lives and millions of dollars in
property damage.
In order to combat the rising
potential for more losses,
insurance companies are
distributing wood stove safety
materials to policyholders.
May the blessings of •
the holy season fill
you with peace and joy.
West Kentucky
Cabinet CO.
1203 Story Ave. 753-6767
---- Be sure your stove is
made of sturdy, suitable
material, such as cast iron or
steel. Look for stoves listed by
Underwriters' Laboratories
UL) or other recognized
testing laboratories.
- If you purchase a used
stove, check it carefully for
cracks or other defects. The
legs, hinges, grates and draft
louvers also should be checked
carefully.
- Leave at least three feet
clearance between the stove
and any combustible material
i wall, ceiling, furniture,
newspapers, any inflarrunaole
object.)
- A pad under the stove is
essential.
- Never born anything but
seasoned, dry hardwood in the
stove.
- Never use gasoline,
kerosene or ANY inflammable
liquid (including-lighter fluid)
to start a fire. Start a fire by
using small strips of paper
and twigs.
- Do not treat the stove as
a garbage unit.
- Consult a detailed safety
manual to be sure the stove
pipe and flue meet safety
requirements.
By ELAINE Q. BARROW
AP Newsfeatures
Many a sore throat blamed
on winter chill is actually tra-
ceable to home heating. The ir-
ritant is air robbed of its mois-
ture.
"Have you taken up cigar
smoking?" the doctor jokingly
asked as he looked in the
patient's mouth at a throat se-
verely inflamed.
"No," she replied. "And nei-
,ther have the children." The
physician pondered. The wom-
an and her three Children each
...--lasi.41eVALuyect ,a. rawness .that
'made. ittauffirl-Fetwallaw .-Thf
condition came on apparently
when December weather
dropped the temperature to the
low 40s.
-We woke up one morning
with throats so dry it felt like
tonsilitis,- the woman said.
Dry? This rang a bell with
the doctor. -Does the air seem
dry in your house?" he asked.
"It could be that your heating
plant is not air--
properly."
He prescribed something that
would help guard against in-
fection and persuaded the
mother to find out whether the
humidity level of her home was
tieToiV par.
He explained indoor dryness
can irritate the lining d mucus
membrane) of the throat by
taking its protective moisture
and exposing it Jo infection.
How this happens is ex-
plained by a scientific prin-
ciple. Heat expands: cold Con-
tracts. Outdoor air, contracted
by winter cold, has lost much
of its moisture. When heated in-
doors, it expands and, in the
process, snatches moisture
from all surrounding sources of
moisture - including human
tissue.
The force of this absorption is
illustrated by a laboratory cal-




111 N. 7th Murray, Ky.
Quality Woodstoves-Expert Service
Pipe, Metal Chimneys ,Stove Boards
759-48t8
r WintfOOSOW1003'000.r:
May, you, our dear friends, he blessed
with a joyous Christmas filled.With
peace. and happiness. Warm thanks.
David Morris
Electric Co.
506 S. 4fh 753-3944
causer the most severe strain,
Clark says. He tells of an an-
tique table that had survived
some 200 years in Scotland in a
home having no central heat-
ing. Then the table was brought
to a steam-heated apartment in
North Carolina.
"It split right down the
middle the first winter," he
says.
Museums where such an-
tiques are exhibited usually
maintain about 50 percent rela-
tive humidity, we're told, and
furttture manufacturing plants
-commonly keep the level at 45
percent. A mechanical laumidi-
'fer- Is. -used and - professionals
recommend that such equip-
ment be considered for home
use.
Electrically powered, the u• nit
controls the moisture content of
the air when you set a humidis-
tat just as you set a thermostat
for the home's temperature lev-
el.
:like heating or air condi-
tioning, it is possible to have a
central humidifying unit in-
stalled to serve the entire-
house. It is estimated - do-
pending on how drafty the
house is - that a home of 1,500
square feet requires about six
to 13 gallons of water dispersed .
into the air each day to sustain
a humidity of 30 to 40 percent.
Conversely, too much mois-
ture can be prevented also by
the same pre-set controls to
avoid condensation when the
weather changes.
__You don't have to be an envi-
ronmentalist to be affected by
your environment. And it's only
self-preservation to _ exercise
whatever controls are avail-
able.
For further information:
The Humidifier Institute, 230




AN IMMENSE LOWER LEVEL family room with a fireplace taking up one whole wall is
one -of the features of this three-bedroom house which has a gambrel roof-line of rough'
sawn cedar. An open staircase leads to the upper level of bedrooms in this tri-level,
1,650-square-foot house. A den in the lower level could double as a fourth bedroom. For
more information on Plan HAI 69G write-enclosing a stamped.
self-addressed envelope-to architect Carl E. Geiser, 25600 Telegraph Road, Southfield,
Mich. 48034.
from 0 F. to 70 degrees, its
moisture-holding capacity is
multiplied 20 times.
The remedy is to provide an
extra Supply of water for the
air to take. Heating units, dat-
ing back even to coal furnaces,
were equipped with water con-
tainers to moisten the air. If
such-equipment is absent or not
functioning, the homemaker
can cope by placing pans of
water in rooms beside the
source of heat - forced air
duets, steam radiators,' or h,ot
water panels. The rate at which
the water disappears from the
you-how..ctry_ _the
air is. - •
It is recommended that the
relative humidity of the home
should be about 30 to 40 per-
cent.. Without a continuing ef-
fort to restore lost moisture,
humidity levels in the home
can drop as low as 1 percent.
In addition to human dis-
comfort, dryness also attacks
the furniture and other home
furnishings as well as paintings
and art treasures.
Furniture wood generally has
a moisture content of 6 to 8
percent, and E. L. Clark of the
North Carolina State University
Furniture Institute says, "The
structure of wood is such that
when the relative humidity
changes, the material either ex-
pands or contracts-sometimes
very quickly."
This explains why joints
come open, cracks appear and
destruction occurs in dry condi-
tions. -
Clark adds that the.effect is
more devastating to the most
expensive furniture - solid
wood furniture such as cherry,
maple and oak - than to less
costly veneered furniture, the
layered construction of which
tends to accommodate stress.
An abrupt change in humidity
j Here's the Answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - In one of your columns
a few months ago, you said
that lacquer could not be ap-
plied over varnish because it
would cause the old finish to
soften and wrinkle. A neighbor
of mine says his late father ap-
plied lacquer to their varnished
coffee table years ago and that
nothing happened to the var-
nish. Is this possible? I want to










- S 4th St
' • 753-4124
similar job soon and don' want
to ruin the finish on my table.
A. - It's possible, but i 's not
very likely. What may have
happened is that your friend's
father coated the varnish well
with shellac or some other sea-
ler before he applied the lac-
quer. Under those circum-
stances, the sealer could have
prevented the lacquer from
damaging the old finish. Better
not experiment if it's a good
table. Either remove the var-
rush or give it two coats of sea-
ler, then go ahead with the lac-
quer.
Q. - When you paint a room,
what's the correct order --
walls, ceiling, floor and wood-
work or what?
A. - The ceiling should be
done first, then the walls, then
the woodwork and, finally, the
floor. This reply is based on
your indication that the floor is
just being painted. If it's being
sanded, do the sanding first,
then vacuum the entire room
before starting any paintins.
Q I know that when I put
a new pane of glass In a win-
dow. frame, the measurements
of the glas.s must be smaller
than the size' Of the frame, but
I don't know why this is neces-
sary. Wouldn't the glass be
more airtight if it fitted snugly
into the channels of the frame"
A. - Yes, it would, but any,'
expansion or warpage caused
by changes in weather condi-
tions would cause the glass to
crack or break. The putty or
glazing compound that is used
does a more effective job of
preventing the passage of air
than a snug fit.
COOL FOR FLAVOR
All game and game birds
should be refrigeratedithree or
four days before roasting to








suggestion: tell your agent or
broker to increase your
"deductible."
Your deductible is simply an
amount you agree to pay
before your insurance com-
pany take8 over in case of a
11-you have a *180
deductible and you have a ;369
insured 'loss, you pay the first
$100 and your insurer pays the
other ;269.
By increasing your
deductible, you'll assume the
responsibility for a greater
share of any loss. BUT, you'll
also pay less for your
coverage. .A 9250 deductible
costs -about per cent less
than a $100 deductible. A
change from a $100 to a 9500
deductible will result in a
saving of about 20 per cent.
Insurers introduced the
deductible many years ago as.
a means of precluding
millions of small claims which
would be almost as expensive
to process as the big ones. The
idea is to keep the cost as low
as possible for insurance that
will pay the larger losses that
most people. aren't in a
position to absorb.
In this day of ever rising
prices for most things you
buy, higher deductibles are
one way you can economize.
Winter is the perfect time to
currup in front of a crackling
fire. But before operating your
fireplace or wood burning
stove, take time to make sure




- Make sure your chimney
and flue lining are in good
condition and free of blockage.
- Never use your fireplace
or stove as an incinerator or
garbage 'disposal. Be careful
about throwing papers and
other objects into the fire.
- Always keep a screen in




- Do not leave a fire
burning unattended,
especially through the night.
- Consider leaving a
window open a crack for
ventilation, especially if your
house is tightly insulated.
Wood burning stoves have
become more popular
recently because of their
practicality and charm. But
they can also cause tragic
fires when improperly in-
stalled or used. Check with
sour local fire department if
you have any doubts as to




Jack Frost and his friends,
snow and sleet, are expected
to keep home owners more
inside than outside the home
during the long winter ahead.
This spare time will give home
owners and their families the
opportunity to take some
simple precautions against
home accidents, personal
injuries and property damage,
says the Insurance In-
formation Institute (HI.)
I.I.I. suggests that home
owners follow these simple
precautions as part of their
things-to-do list during win-
ter:
- Clean outlOposernents,
closets and attics of old rags,
papers, mattresses and other
odds and ends.
- Tightly cap all com-
bustible materials and store
them in cool, high places, out
of children's reach. Warn
family members never to use
gasoline, benzine, or other
flammable materials inside




Some of the things you should
know about the saber saw,
which is one of the names for
what, basically is a portable jig
saw:
1-Consider it a valuable
power tool around the house be-
cause it can be brought to the
work to perform a cutting oper-
ation as contrasted with the
various types of stationary
. saws where the material must
be brought to the machine.
2- Blades to fit the saber
saw are available for cutting
both ferrous and nonferrous
metals, wood, leather, felt, rub-
-ben plastics, insulating mate-
rials, floor tiles and almost
anything yOu can-narne:.
buying a saber saw,
consider a variable-speed mod-
el if you intend to. do -much
metal or plastic cutting, since
you then can slow down the
speed, a necessary requirement
for best results when using
these materials.
4- The motor should be
turned on and the blade oper-
ating at full speed before it
touches the .work.
5- When making a cut in the
wood with a saber saw, the for-
ward pressure should not be too
excessive, but enough to permit
the blade to do its work. The
base will ride more smoothly
on the material if there also is
a very slight downward pres-
sure.
6- To make an inside or
pocket cut in wood, it is not
necessary to drill a hole for the
blade, which ,woidd be the case
with a nonPewer -saw. Draw
lines for the opening, hold the
machine firMly with both hands
and tilt it forward so that the
front edge of the base rests on
the work, but with the blade
not quite touching. Start the
motor, which will bring the
blade in contact with the wood.
Still holding the saw firmly,
keep lowering the back until.
the blade has dug its way into
the wood and the base is flat
with the work surface. Then,'
and not until then, guide the
saw along the cutting line. '
7- When cutting metal, be
extra certain that the machine
is moved along slowly. If the
saw begins to bounce a little,
the chances are that you need a
blade with finer teeth.
8-See the instruction pam-
sublet that comes with the se*
'to determine when, how and
whether-to lubricate. Hang on
to the pamphlet because you
may have to refer to it again
months later. If you already
have lost it or thrown it away,








could result in an explosion or
fire.
- Remove all clutter from
basement steps to prevent
falls.
- Check and cover all
outside plugs and electrical
units.
- C•ck all gutters to make
sure no objects are blocking
the entrances. Otherwise,
snow and water could back-up
and ruin the roof and walls of
your home.
- Keep all outside walk-
ways and steps.clear of snow
and ice.
- Store bags of salt near all
home entrances for easy
distribution after snow
storms.
- If you have a snow
blower, take it to your local
dealer for an initial service
cleaning.
- Check the installation of
storm windows and check all
window locks to make sure
your home is secure.
- Take a personal in-
ventory of all household goods
obtain another.
9- Sawdust should be re-
moved from the machine's air
vents after every use.
10- Even if the motor is
turned off, never make any ad-
justments to the machine or
change the blade until you first
•have removed the cord - plug
from the outlet.
11- Always be sure you know
exactly where the cord is while
you are cutting to, be certain
the blade doesn't knick or slice
through it.
12- AS a general rule, the
more teeth per inch to the
blade, the smoother the cut will
be.
and personal effects and
photograph each room. Store
inventory list outside the
home in a safety deposit box.
1.1.1. also suggests that
home owners visit their local
police station and. borrow an
identification pen to mark
their social security number
or name on valuables to deter
burglars.
The winter is long and ex-
pected to be severe. But home
owners safety precautions will
make their homes much safer















25 Year Warranty & Protection Plan
One Dayligstallation
No Foundation Required
Over 150 Models Available
May your hearth and home be blessed
this Christmas. Thanks to our
loyal friends and patrons for putting
your confidence its our hands.
518 Moho 753-9935






















There's no time quite like Christmas
for remembering all the friends we






Tuned up to sing your praises and say
thanks to our patrons for your loyalty and




A Special Love Story
11.11•••r,
Part 2
Joseph, Carpenter, Takes Bride
• EDITOR'S NOTE — The
Gospels are wanting in their
narrative of the love story of
Mary and Joseph which
reached its climax on the first
Christmas nearly 2,888 years
ago. This second installment
of a five-part Christmas
series, -A Special Love
Story." draws from respected
but non-canonical sources for
an account-of their wedding.
IP/GEORGE W. COFtNELL
AP Religion Writer
- He had borne enougti. The
rabbi had. examined him. The
elders had taken counsel. He
had been interrogated by the
whole congregation of
Nazareth. Even priests of the
Holy City had come to inquire
into his reputation.
Joseph's patience waned.
Verily, they had tested him
without quarter. lie took a last
driving swing with his mallet,
the chisel biting deep into the
seasoned carob timber. The
questioining near made him
doubt himself. -
Yet, manifestly, all of it had
been necessary if he was to
receive the most excellent and
genteel maiden, Mary bath
Joachim.
With his foot, he shoved the
chips and splinters into a heap
in the corner, leaving the
unfinished wagon axle on his
workbench. Sweat drenched
his beard. The biceps of his
arms stood out in great knots
as he hung his implements-
It was late afternoon, about
the 10th hour, and he knew full
well he should be preparing
for . the betrothal rites at the
rich house of Anna and
Joachim, but he *needed this
final exertion to quiet his
agitation.
He shook his head in
chagrin. Yaal, foolishness! At
his mature age ,_he shoulcOot
matter, Yet each time his
thoughts turned to the maid,
his strength fled from him.
Likewise, the inquiries had
tried him sorely. He had
submitted humbly to them. He
was not a vain man. But their
precautions left him worn and
ill at ease. It was as if he were
a stranger in their midst.
 Had he not dwelt and toiled
among them these many
years? Had he not walked in
integrity? He had brought
forth young sons and, since he
was widowed two years past,
he had lived circumspectly
and in accord with the law.
Yet it was meet that the
girl's mother, Anna, and her
kinsmen, having the high rank.
m the priesthood, should take
great care in choosing a fit
mate" for an only daughter, a
cherished yachid.
Joseph brushed the sawdust
and parings from his tunic,
and strode into the house. The
little ones were at the
synagogue, being _instructed
by the chazzan, and thereafter
would repair to the reception
of espousal.
He poured water into a basin
on the clay floor, stripped off
loincloth and bathed. Then,
freshehing the water, he
dipped his head, scrubbing
and spluttering. He toweled
himself briskly and rubbed
fragrant oil into his hair and
beard.
Digging into his garment
box, he shook out his white
linen mantle and wrapped it
on, buckling a leather girdle at
his waist. He put on his Sab-
bath sandals, then fetched the
gifts for Mary and her family
from the shelf.
He tucked them into a pouch
at his waist and set out.
It would have been easier if
this had been a simple mat-
chmaking, negotiated by the
schatchen, who served
regularly as go-between in
arranOg the terms between
pa rent.440 young couples.
In Mary's case, however,
great concern and attention
had been lavished on finding
her a rightful husband. Anna
had called to het aid a learned
and distinguished kinsman,
the chief priest Zechariah,
who also had been tutor to
Mary.
A multitude of eager suitors
had been considered, both
widowers and young swains,
wealthy and poor. Zechariah,
after much prayer and con-
sultation, had named Joseph,
the plain hard-working joiner
of Nazareth.
It had amazed him, and
Joseph's heart had leaped.
But so prolonged and
scrupulows had the
testimonies and proving
become that al..-ona tune be
had doubted his own fitness.
am an older man and
have children," he had ac-
cused himself, "but she is
young."
Zechariah had shrugged off
the outburst, saying the
determination was 'under
divine guidance.
"Unto thee, Joseph, hath it
fallen," he remonstrated.
Joseph's qualms arose not
from any want of affection for
Mary, but only from his own
lowliness. He had scant
possessions and only a meager
abode compared to the stately
maid herself was the glory of
the village.
He walked slowly up the hill,
taking a path through the
'Vineyard. She was, indeed,
well-endowed, in body and
comport, and his devotion
burned in him. Of all her days
here and in her training at the
Temple, it was said:
-None ever saw her angry
or heard her reviling. For her
speech was full of grace... She
was ever diligent in prayer
and in. searching the law, and
was anxious n4t to sin by' any
word against her companions.
"Moreover, she feared to
make any mistake in laughter
or by the sound of her lovely
voice, lest any insult or peide
should show itself against her
equals.' She blessed the Lord
without intermission."
Joseph approached the
house. A new moon shone over
the roof. The light of the moon,
at rniti-month, was the favored
time for betrothal. -From
inside came merry sounds of
voices.
His blood -pounded as he
touched the mezuzah at the
doorpost, kissing his fingers,
and knocked. A maidservant
brought a water basin for his
hands and feet.
Leaving his sandals at the
door, he walked barefoot
across the room. It swarmed
with neighbors and children,
eating and conversing
animatedly. •




"God cheer your heart,
Joseph."
"May your tribe increase,"
Does it go well with thee,
Joseph bar Jacob?"
'It goes well."
-Anna kissed his cheek and
hand, and led him toward his
place. When he saw the bride,
his knees turned to water, and
the distance across the floor
stretched out formidably.
He salaamed, spreading his
arms, his cheeks...ref:1_4A
and mumbled his awkward'
praises.
"Thou art goodly in all
ways, Mary, as all know."
His eyes downcast and
fumbling with his purse-
strings, he drew out his small
gifts and presented them
unceremoniously, a silken
sash with the colors of her
tribe to Anna, a fringed-prayer
shawl to the old priest,
Zechariah, a cruet of spices to
his wife, Elizabeth, a bronze
pendant to Mary.
Amid their utterances of
gratitude and the murmuring
of the throng, he took his seat
beside the bride, with her
family on either side. The
servants _wis_sed more
sweetmeats to the young, and
the guests moved by to make
flowery speeches of com-
mendation.
At length came the time for
all but the chosen witnesses
and family to depart., Those
remaining repaired to a low
table in an adjoining chamber
where the record chest,
containing the ancestral
register, sacred scrolls,
histories and other family
treasures, was opened.
Two suspended lamps
glowed above the table. The
old priest's heard, tenirjiL
vtth ot1;:biibbets- e tea tithe
lists of births, tracing the
- Davidic lineage of Mary, and
also the ancestry of Joseph,
son of Jacob, of the house of
David, of Bethlehem.
Their names were then
inscribed together on the
Galilean stick, or scroll.
Terms of the mohar already
had been agreed upon — it was
to be the smallest dowry
deemed honorable, 100 dinari
to be paid to Mary's parents
within a year to insure her
future against divorce or
abandonment.
The priest unrolled the
parchment contract on the
table, and turned to Mary.
"Wilt thou go with this
man?"
"I will go."
Joseph and the parents took
the quill and put their names
to the legal instrument of
betrothal, the kethubah. Two
witnesses stamped and sealed
it. This was the binding
covenant of marriage, with
the ensuing wedding its public
celebration.
Inasmuch as she was virgin,
and not a widow, it would be a
full year before the marriage
__should, bk.,-
thotigh thenceforth is would
not be unlawful for him to
know her. She now was under
his authority.
"Be thou the mother of
thousands of millions," the old
priest told Mary. "Let thy
seed possess the gate."
• The company prostrated
themselves, facing toward the
Temple, and the old priest
blessed the Lord God of
Abraham, and this union of his
children; Mary bath Joachim










MI6 S. Ilth 
- Gene & Jo 's Flowers
753-4328
30E N. 4th
Best wishes for a model Christmas
overflowing with happy days.





Thank you at this holiday season for your
kfajthe-S-OWO1—
Christmas light your way in peace and goodwill•
Purdom & Thurman Insurance
I. Real Estate
407 Maple 753-441
Dreams of the Sugar Plum
Fairy and beautiful imaginings
fill the night. May all yOur
dreams come true! /OM
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Murray's 0-6 Beginning
Gains A Dubious Honor:
Racers' Worst Start Ever
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor/
Now that the smoke has
cleared and Murray State has
rebounded from its dismal
start with two straight vic-
tories, has anyone wondered
whether the Racers 0-6 start
marks the worst in the
university's history?
Well, it does.
In fact, of Murray's 54
previous seasons of collegiate
competition, the Racers won
39 of their openers and lost
just 15.
Only once did a 'Murray
team lose as many four games
to open the season — in 1943-
44. It began with defeats by.
Southeast Misouuri (twice),
Morehead and Marshall
before whipping Smyrna AAB
66-46. The Racers played only
14 games that year and
finished 5-9.
In 1946, Murray lost its first
three — to Memphis NATTC,
Louisville and Indiana State —
before dropping Southern
Illinois 51-38. It ended 10-13.
In the 1935-36 season, the
4-Racers won their first 16.
games before falling to
Western Kentucky 29-23.
Murray was 23-2, its only other
loss to the Hilltoppers again,
55-31.
The 1936-37 year saw 12
straight wins to open the
season, and the 1937-38 team
won its first eight. During
those three seasons from 1936-
was on four different oc-
casions — a loss to open the
season. Each time it bounced
back for a victory.
Last year's team narrowly
avoided a dubious mark. It
opened with a 78-74 win over
Arkansas-Pine Bluff, then lost
its next seven, beginning with
a 75-72 defeat by Bethel and
ending with a 59-52 loss to New
Orleans.
The "modern" record —
since Murray joined the OVC
— of best starts-Came in 1951.
That Racer squad began with
12 straight triumphs before
losing 60-59 to Eastern Ken-
tucky. It finished 18-6, won
Murray State's first league
title and was led by Garrett
Eteshear (13.5 ppg.) and Gene
Garrett (12.0).
The very next year (1951-52
season), Murray opened its
season with a string of 11 wins
before losing its next four.
That team was 18-8 and was
paced by Bennie Purcell, who
averaged 19.4 points a game.
In 1953, Murray won its first
four games, including two
tight victories over Evansville
by a total of four points.
Since that time, the Racers
have lost just six (inflecting
this year) season openers
while winning 20, including a
string of 18 season-opening
triumphs from 1955 to 1972.
During that span, the best
an MSU team could do was
win its first six — in 1968 and
38, Murray won 71 games and 1974. Kansas ended the prior
lost just nine — but eight times - -streak 69-63, while Memphis
to Western. State stopped the latter 10247. you said Brown. "You know,
Ohio Valley Conference before The years since Murray
the 1948-19 season, the worst joined the OVC and con-
start .-ince by a Murray team , secutive wins or losses to open
the season are:
The cogeway County girls basketball team (above) won the Calloway Canty .
Christmas Tournament last week by whipping Fulton County 49-46. The
Wierray Ledger 8r Times
labors also kept Noir perfect record intact, running it to 6-0. They are now
Maui, unbeaten Ibis teem in the First Region. Staff Photo by Kevin Penick
Hunt Bears, Shoot Baskets
By DAN SE WELL
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP) — Bob
Griese's near-perfect passing,
including touchdown passes to
Nat Moore and Dune! Harris,
led the Miami Dolphins to a 23-
3 National Football League
_ victory Monday night over a
New England. Patriots tram
stunned by the suspension of
Coach Chuck Faribanks.
New England owner Bill
Sullivan suspended Fairbanks
without pay Monday afternoon
after Fairbanks told him he
had accepted the head
coaching job at the University
of Colordado. Sullivan refused
to allow Fairbanks to continue
coaching the team, although
several players asked him to,
and the job was left to
assistants Hank Bullock and
Ron Erhardt.
Sullivan said he would
appoint an assistant as an
interim coach through the
playoffs.
Griese completed 12 of 13
passes for 171 yards with no
interceptions as the Dolphins
gained the home field in their
Dec. 24 wild-card playoff
game with the Houston Oilers.
Both Miami and New England
finished-41-5 but the Patriots
won the American Football
Conference East Division
because they had the 'better
intra-division record.
Griese completed scoring
passes covering 6 yards to
Moore and 17 to Harris, and a
40-yard pass play to Harris set
up a 1-yard Cary Davis plunge
in the third quarter.
The Patriots' only score
'came on David Posey's 35-
yard field goal in, the fourth
quarter. The Dolphins'
defense stopped New England
three times inside the Miami
5-yard line and intercepted
pHRISTMAS DREAM
come true
Her diamond engagement ring. What
happier time to give it than now. When
our holiday selection offers so many
shapes, settings and sizes.. . it's easy
to make her, dream reality.
1541 • 41. Ky. Weeloyaii, Misfit
Petry, Cape Mounieoni, Middle
Ti..., Tem. Tech, Amain Puny,
wise R.; (1312)-
1941 I. M. Col.
1150 • I. SP La., Tow Tech,
Mew. St., NM A I M. Marshall,
West Texas, Nigh reit, Soleil,
Texas Tisch, MU, Evansville, /Amp'
St.
1151 • I. SE is., TOON. Tech,
Morelia, lvansville, Morehead,
NM A t N. Neestee, U. of Texas,
Sayler, Ky. Was.
1952 • 1. Evansville, Tenn. Tech,
lvansville, Middle Tess., Unice U.
1153 • I. te SOM.
1954 • I. Ky. Moslem, Tenn.
Teak.
1155 -a. Tenn. Tech.
1956 • I. Ky. Wesleyan.
1957 - a.Ky. Wosloyea. -
- I. Texas Wesleyan, NM A
N.
1951 -I. Woo U.
1160 .1. MANN Christian.
1511 -1. Miss. So., Son Pernando.
f162 - d. New Net. St., MdLeii-
dree, Art. St., Oglethorpe.
1513 .1. Mcbeilree, Oglethorpe.
1514.1. Ark. V., Canisiirs.
1515 • I. Panora College, Nordin
Sismons.
1%6 • I. Go. Swathe/re.
1517 • I. Little Perry, MU.
1514 • 4. U. Tex. Arlington,
Trinity, Soo Foreswile St., Canes-
Newman, Orodley, Candelas.
1%1 • I. Tenn. Wesieyen, Califor-
nia Riverside.
-1571 • 1. Alackhrray, Califorgia-
Davis, Noward Payee, Illinois
C•I1P-
1/71
1172 • 1. Sanford, Ti... Wes.,
Me. Se.
1173 • I. to Kamm.
1174 - I. Dayfer, Tutu, Teen.
Modem, La. College, Nis. So., Ark.
Camp.
1/75 • to Imisos.
1176 • I.,. Mow Weans.
three Patriot passes.
Regular quarterback Steve
Grogan threw the first one and
Tom Owen threw two after
Grogan left the game in the
second quarter with a mild
knee sprain. '
The Dolphins called a time
out withltix seconds left in the
game,' allowing Garo
Yepremian to kick a 30-yard
field goal that tied the NFL
record of 16 straight field
goals. The record is shared by
Jan Stenerud of Kansas City
and Don Cockroft—of
Cleveland.
The interceptions by Gerald
Small, . Norris Thomas and
Tim Foley gave the Dolphins
12 in their last four games.
The Miami defense, criticized
when the team slumped in
midseason, held Washington,
Oakland and New England to,
a combined nine points in its
last thirogames.
The interception by Small
set up the second touchdown.
He picked off a Grogan pass in
the end zone and returned it to




Dale Brown, coach of un-
defeated Louisiana State,
suspected his club might have
it's hands full with Montana
State.
"I warned my team that it
only takes five people to beat
Montana in the -winter but
hunt bears and shoot
baskets,"
Brown's Tigers, who
climbed to 10th place in this '
week's Associated Press
college basketball polLsur-
vived a second-half comeback
by Montana State Monday •
night and defeated the
previously unpeaten Bobcats
99-89.
LSU, 6-0, led by as many as
20 points early in the second
half before Montana State, 7-1,
came roaring back behind
Craig Finberg's 31 points. The
Bobcats pulled to within 90-81
with 1:50 to play but could
come no closer.
DeWayne Scales scored a
game-high 34 points for LSU
while Lionel Green grabbed 21
rebounds, both career highs.
"This was a wakeup game
for us," said Brown. "We
played an undefeated team
and all of a sudden our people
looked up at the-board and we
weren't leading by 20 points. It
might have been a good thing
for us."
ISU's next game is against
Army Thursday night at New
York's Madison Square
Garden. The Cadets are 6-2
after bowing to Washington 68-
67 in the first round of the
_Hoosier Classic Monday night.
"We can't go into the
Garden expecting to beat
Army playing defense the way
we are now," said Brown
"Our goal is to win the
Southeastern Conference
championship, and perhaps
some day the NCAA. But we
Remembering friends, old and new, with
waimth and appreciation and hoping the
horn of plenty brings its bounty to your door'
HAZEL CAFE
Christmas dinner will be served on Christmas Eve. We
will be closed Sunday and Monday, so .our, employees
may spend some these with their families.
LSU Manages To Squeeze Past Unheralded Montana State 99-89
can't win it the way we've
played defense the last two
games. We can't beat good
teams giving up 85 and 89
points a game."
LSU was the only Top
Twenty team to see action
Monday night.
Steve Matzen's 20-foot
jumper with seven seconds
remaining lifted Washington;
5-2, over Army.
"Wetunight have won in
spite of ourselves," said
Washington Coach Mary
from the union that brings you the best all year round
The holiday season is here.
it's a great time of year, one that traditionally generates happiness
and goodwill. People become more people-oriented than at any other
time of year
And, as always, were hard at work to help make this hblkfaY season
enjoyable for you.
We're the nearly one million members of the International Association
Of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, a trade union. Like other unions,
it's an organization run by people for people--nearly a million Or them
We come in all size& shapes and colors
We have a wide range of jobs in virtually every industry in our society
We have different lifestyles: and, especially during the holiday season.
we enjoy a variety of Customs and traditions
But nearly everything we do. regardless of how different
those things may be. touches the lives and lifestyles of all
Americans.
For example. we build and service the commercial airplenee
that bring families closer together for these important holi-
days If you're traveling by rail, or by bus. or even in your ovrn
Harshman. "But I give Army
credit. They knocked us off
our game. On the last basket,
we were just trying to get -a
-halfway decent shot."
family car, chances are good that an IAM mechanic contributed his or
her illa to make your holiday safer and more pleasant.
Our members manufacture many of the modern appliances. tdicis,
toys, recreation equipment and thousands of other items that will be
given as gifts from people to be enjoyed the year round and for years
to come
As you can see the nearly one million members of the Machinists On-
ion dos lot to make your holiday season happy, comfortable and secure
But we'd like to make .a person-to-person appeal for you to do us— and
yourself—a favor When you're making your holiday plans this year
please use and buy products and services of American workers. ,
You'll be getting the best there is. And, just as important, yote4k-4feYe
the satisfaction of knowing that you've done something for another per-
son—an American worker—a friend, a neighbor. poSsibly even
a relative whose job directly or indirectly touches you this
holiday season •
On behalf of the officers and the nearly one million
7
bers of the IAM, we extend our best for a happy. healthy a r
safe holiday season to all.
' 11,,,,arro INTERNATOONAL PRESIOFAIT
International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, AFL-CIO
District Lodge 154 — Box 408 — Calvert City, Kentucky 42029 — Phone 395-7195 '
Affiliated Local Lodges: 745; 8881 1157; 1193; 1294; 1387; 1720; 1969; 2244; 2318;




0. K. Patton Jr.
, 'Business Rep.
lilawinsaralr—.9131199•:.
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No Truce 1---n This Weir
_
By the Associated Press
The scene was _Watford
Bones' living room in
Oklahoma City. Two members
Of academia were givIng the
oung high school star a
lesson in college basketball
recruiting
"Larry Gillman wanted me
to stay in the living room.
Denny Crum was pulling on
me to go on the back porch so
we could talk alone. It was a
tugging war and they almost
came to blows. My mother
finally called a truce and
threw every one out of the
house.
"Crum was supposed to
come back at 9 the next
morning, but showed up at
7:30. The San Francisco
people were at a hamburger
joint across the street - it was
like a stake-out - and when
they saw Crum come to my
Recruiting Battles Can Be Violent
house, they rushed right over.
"This kind of stuff was going
on for three months, At first I
enjoyed it, but then got tired of
it. It's incredible what some of
these schools can do if they put
their mind to it.
"It was an unreal situation.
Grown men fighting over an
18-year-old. It was like two
kids fighting over a lollypop."
Boys will be boys, especially
in college basketball where
the lollypops stand 6-foot4,
can stuff a basket full of
goodies and have the potential
to turn a financial situation
from sour to sweet.
Boynes, who chose Gillman
and San Francisco over Crum
and Louisville and is now a
rookie with the New Jersey
Nets, was recruited by some
360 schools, and it wasn't





North Marshall 48-41 to ad-
vance to the finals of its own
freshmen Christmas Tour-
nament last night in Jeffrey
Gymnasium. South Marshall
opened the action with a 40-24
defeat of the Murray High
frosh before the Lakers upped
their unbeaten string to six
games.
Murray High- and North
Marshall will fight for third
place at 6:30 p.m. before
Calloway and South Marshall
will tangle in the cham-
pionship game tonight
Admission is $1 for children
and $1.50 for adults.
S. Marshall 40, Murray High
24
. Marshall only 27-18 after three Calloway --7.6an Key, 6; Ruland, the nation"S-1-eading --i-neritS-andiiiiiney.
periods but were outscored 13-
South Marshall - Harrison,
10; Hudson, 2; Anderson, 6;
O'Hannan, 5; Harper, 5;
Morton, 4; Henson, 4; Jones,
1; Morgan, 1; Hunter, 2.
Murray High - Payne, 4;
McMillen, 4; Smaltz, 2;
Alexander, 4; Pace, 8;
Rutherford, 2; Rogers, Reed,
Hooper, Crawford, Murphy,
Swain, Smith, Tutt.
Calloway 48, N. Marshall 41
Tommy Workman scored 17
points' and grabbed 11
rebounds to pace the un-
defeated Lakers. Ricky
Houston added 15 points and 11
rebounds as Calloway led at
every stop.
N. Marshall - Barrett, 2;
Hall, 8; Eaton, 12; Kemp, 12;
today is less college and more
basketball. The coaches will
tell you there's more pressure
to win and, consequently,
more cheating - i.e.„ buying
of high school talent.
It's all big business now and
the successful teams make the




$1.66 million, $:50,000 of which
came from making the Final
Four of the NCAA Tour-
nament. The basketball
program showed profits of
nearly $700,000 - more than
the profits for Kentucky' 1977
football program.
''College basketball has
kept me out of the ftmd-raising
business, and I hate begging
monek," said J.D. Morgan,
athletic director at UCLA,
which has won more
basketball titles than any
other school. "Basketball
programs make more
economic sense than foot-
ball."
It's also much easier to turn
a basketball program around
than a football program. Only
five players take the court at
one time, and it often takes
just one standout 7-footer to
get the fickle alums to
remember their alma mater.
Little Iona College, a
basketball nobody located
north of New York City, hired
an aggreg:sive head coach,
Jim Valvano, three years ago
after a 4-19 season. Last year
Valvano lured super frosh Jeff
Ruland away from Kentucky
and Indiana., and the Gaels
went 17-10. This year, their
sights are on the NCAA
-Tournament.
"It didn't cost us very much
more to win than it was to
-lose," said Baother John G.
Driscoll, the school president
who hired Valvano and made
dent respectability. That's
what the new freshman-
eligible rule can do for a
program. Ea rv in Johnson,
nicknamed 'Magic" for what
he can "do with a basketball,.
materialized at Michigan
State last year and poof!
the Spartans won the Big-10
title for the first time in 20
years.
Coaches are almost
universal in their distaste for
the freshman-eligible tide.
They say freshmen need a
year away from the
microscope so they can adjust
to the rigots of college and
basketball. When they don't
adjust or don't make the
starting lineup right away, the
result is more sophomore
transfers.
-Freshmen transfer so
much they need a revolving
door," said Notre Dame
CoaatiT: -Digger Phelps.
"There's no loyalty any more
to picking a school. They.
enroll at one school, have an
argument with the head coach
and go elsewhere."
The freshmen-eligible rule
and the NCAA's recent limit of
15 basketball scholarships for
any 4-year period have all but
ended the chance for another
UCLA dynasty. The -Bruins
won 10 out of 12 NCAA
championships during 1964-75
Phelps may not like the
system, but he understands it.
Last year he recruited one of
those super freshmen, Kelly
Tripucka, who led the
Fighting Irish all the way to
fourth place in the NCAA
Tournament.
Phelps knows if he doesn't
chase down the freshmen who
can play Division I basketball
right away, sOmeone else will.
And Phelps and Many other
coaches interviewed by The
Associated Press say that lots
of those chases end with the
•
4NININNWSMS.1 -7"-vrie MirratC".
"mut.. vr- -ftrtr- -'
_
The Korth Calloway girls basketball team is, front row from left, Wendy Osmus, Angelo Usher, Sheri Widey, Julie Rekeshaw,
Gino Coy, Lisa Hopper, Molly Imes, Lori Burketin and Aleshia Cunningham. Bock row are comb Steve Payne, Jill Thornton, Gabby
Schmidt, Cindy Banal, Jenne Christenborry, Lana Balonrino, Carol Garner, Jill Mathis, Kam Ingram, Vona Darnell, Shannon Mc-
Dougal and assistant coach Greg Wheatley.
Kansas City Kings Bombarding
Foes After Last-Year Disaster
By the Associated Press
The Kansas City Kings,
bolstered by a retread coach
and a reluctant rookie, are the
surprise team of The National
Basketball Association,
leading the Midwest Division
with a 17-10 record.
- -"This is the most fun I've
ever had coaching," said
Cotton Fitzsimmons, who
came to the Icings this sum-
mer after putting in seven
years with three other NBA
teams and only once making
the playoffs.
"We have fun in practice.
Lyles, 4; Jessup, 2; Alexan- the committment to big-time Ployer receiving illegal in-
we have fun in games. I guess
jeavekett44,44.404,....„, ‘4,,, rnBilt,_ cr puk it's true that winning makes
Miller, "It's a caucer tight now
6 in the final period. Houston, Don rebounder, biought Iona in- that's terminal," said Phelps.
Brad
-Ronnie Pace led Murray Tommy
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The Tiger boys defeated
Southwest Calloway 42-27, and
the Murray girls stopped the
Lakers 27-14.
The East Calloway .girls
trailed by five points at
halftime but rallied to -top
Dover. Tenn., 25-18, while the
boys edged Dover 56-52.
Both the Murray Middle and
Southwest girls entered the
game undefeated. The Tigers
upped their mark to 5-0, while
the Lakers fell to 4-1.
Velvet Jones paced the
Tiger girls with eight points,
while Donna Coles led the
losers with seven.
Al Wells poured in 20 point*
to give the Tiger boys their
third win in five tries. Jeff





Mutual of Omaha 40 12
Murray Appliance-. 35 17
Devanti  32 20
Hawaiian Tropic  30 22
Mooee No. 1 -.. ...... 29 n
NOW  27 25
Meese No 2  .  27 25
Carriage Howe 25 27
Randy Thornton . . 25 27
Dakota Feed& Gram M to
Murray Hospital. . .. 73 Xi
Murray Auto Parts 73 30
Billington Eng 72 30
DisW Auto Parts , 20 32
Colimial Bread -17 35
Pim Ha 11 41
HIGH TEAM GAME (SC)
lialealot Omaha NO
MOW of Omaha 945
Devanti V9
HIGH TEAM GAME (NC)
Mutual ot Omaha 1061
Devanti  1047
Mutual of Omaha 1931
HIGH TEAM SERI (SC)
Mutual of Omaha 1713
Devanti . . . . .... .. 1117 ..
Murray Appliance 
 
.   ----------- 345 
HIGH TEAM SERIES (NC)
Devanti t 3031
Mutual of Omaha • NM
Mom No. 2 3013
.... HIGH IND. GAME (SC)
Tommy McClure •  2311
Teauny McClure  ' 225
Gerry E'earis MO
HIGH IND. GAME (NC)
Tommy McClure -- 200
06mr5e Vlach 343
Pad Lyies 343
HIGH TNT) SERIFS (SC)




HIGH IND. SERIES (RC) " .
Ikeb Brown MI







Beth Hooks pumped in
seven points, and Noreen
Herndon and Anali Miller
added five each as the East
girls upped their mark to 2-3.
Jeff Garrison garnered a
whopping 36 points to lead the












MM. girls 27 - Velvet Jones,
8; Glenda Fox, 6; Donna'
Rousse, 4; Jill Burkeen, 4;
Kelly:4; Roberts, 1.
SW girls 14 - Donna Coles,
7; Cindy Anderson, 3; Lynn
Cothran, 2; Tammy Treas,
Melissa Paschall.
MM boys 42- Al Wells, 20;
Jimmy west, 7; Tim Brown, 2;
Bob Billington, 6; David
McCuiston, 2; Kyle Evans, 4;
Dave Denton, 1. -
SW boys 27 - Jeff But-
terworth, 14; Chris Sheridan,
4; Darren Howard, 4; Tracy
Carraway, 3; Pat Hicks, 2. ,
East girls 25 - Noreen
Herndon, 5; Anna Miller, 5;
Beth Hooks, 7; Vicki
Houghton, 4; Lori Green, 4.
East boys 56 - Jeff
Garrison, 36; Terry Stub-
blefiekd, 1; Mark Williams,




Better see the new- very
reliable —A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 99() has all of the "most
wanted features of ma'-
shines costing 50% more
—including the versatility
to make 11" r 17" copies.
copy both sides and use





MAYFIELD 247-5912  1
to let it get to me. I'm the
same coach who was 27-55 last
year at- Buffalo. I've been
thereon the other side." --





Pitt ..Iinnstown is. Steubenville 74
Pratt 79 Adelphi 70
' SOUTH
--Alabama 0, Missouri 58
Alabama Birmingham 75,
Alabama 72
Florida Si 106, Florida Southern 75
I.St1 M. Montana St 89
Mercer 96. Baptist 57
Mississippi State is. Iowa State 70
North Alabama 71, Otto-ben Col 63
North Carolina-Wiludagton 71,- South
ElOrida
MIDWEST
Detroit is, Marshall 61
Keg State 69. U Akron 57
Missouri-Kansas City .109,
Edwardsville
Northern Kentucky 63, Eastern Rhnois
Al ---
Northern Michigan 45, Concordia of
Wisconsin 00 • .
Ohio U. 71, Cleveland St. 74
' Toledo It Catholic University 62
WRITIIWEST
GrambLing 72, NW Louisiana 71
Illinois St 75, Western Kentucky 74, (YT
Lamar 75, NE Lotaisiana2.1. OT
'Louisiana Tech 75, N ,Texas St 65
Middle Tennessee 67. McNeese State 61
Tennessee-Chattanooga 68, East Ten-
nessee 67
leon Ti1t75, E. Mich C 86
Valparaiso 66, Arkansas-Little Rock 64
Wichita St 104, Texas-Arlington 72
FAR NEAT
Bone St 64, Northern Colorado 68
UC Santa Barbara 81. Illinois Wesleyan




Indiana 101, Davidson 64
Washington 68, Army 67
South
S
year, their fifth under Coach
Phil Johnson, they sank to the
bottom of their division with a
31-51 record despite a roster
considered by many
basketball people to be
talented enough to make the
playoffs.
Johnson was canned • in
midseason and the club
finished the year under in-
terim coach Larry Stayer-
man. But rather than panic
and make wholesale trades
over the summer, President
and General Manager Joe
Axelson decided to see what
Fitzsinunons could do with the
same _material and one
major addition.
That was Phil Ford, the
AllAmerican guard from
North Carolina who said
before, during and after the
college draft that he would
never sign with the Kings. But
sign with them he did.
Americas most advanced full-size car, new trim
exterior size, yet there Is .actually more comfort,
more interior room than before. Even more trunk
space. We have a complete choice of 2 door and 4
door models right up to the versa file Country
Squire Wagon. Ford has not compromised on
quality in any way on any one of them.
Come in and meet the sales team that will show
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THE FINEST MOST COMFORTABLE
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Hoorah for Frosty! Hoorah
for the joy and merriment
that surrounds Christmas!
Hoorah tor us all in this season
of special delights and for the
charm of your friendship!
Thornton Body Shop


































































































































'Tennessee Governor To Appear Before Jury In Parole Investigation
governor has retained Nash- Gilchrist, and said they were
;idle lawyer James F. Neal, accepted effective =-
special prosecuthr in the mediately. If they are con-
victed, Blanton said, "ThisWatergate trials, following the
resijnation of his legal incident will be a great affront
e
couirsel, one of three state the dignity of all Ten-
employees arrested an federal 
s.sans 
conspiracy and extortion After announcing ac-
charges. ceptance of the resignations,
the statement said:
-The charges against these
men are extremely serious.
They shake the confidence of
the people in the integrity of
their government.
'The alleged conduct is
absolutely contrary to the
manner in which I have
directed the legal affairs of
By BILL RAWLINS
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Gov. Ray Blanton has been
summoned to appear before a
federal grand jury Friday in a
continuing FBI investigau
of Tennessee parole-sellin
Today, Blanton and three of
his officials appear in a state
court on orders of Chancellor
Robert S. Brandt to explain,
among other things, why
release of state prisoners
should not be halted tem-
porarily.
Blanton's press secretary,
Jim Gilchrist, said the
Summoned by Brandt to
appear with Blanton are T.
Edward Sisk, Who resigned
under fire Monday as Blan-





Brace For Layoffs Today




Cleveland's 10,000 civil ser-
vants braced themselves for
today's showdown over layoffs .
with Mayor Dennis Kucinich...
while local bankers con-
sidered suing the city for
defaulting.
Kucinich was to meet with
the representatives of 17
public-employee locals to
outline a schedule for layoffs
of 35 percent of the city's
workers. He said the brunt of
the program would fall on the






FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state Board for
Elementary• and Secondary
Education will hold its
quarterly meeting today and
.Wedugidan fter a The council views the 46,000-a one-vigek.- 
--eusrorner--Folui”;' 441eht=
Frankfort. ,
The board is scheduled to
consider a new regulation on
school entrance ages, in line
with a 1978 law. The regulation
outlines testing procedures for
pupils who want exemptions.
The law pruvides that a
child must be six years old by
Sept. 1 of the year he is to start
first grade, and five by Sept. / City Council President
to start kindergarten. The ,George Forbes said he would
meet with business leaders tocurrent cutoff date is Dec. 31. ,
The board also is scheduled. try to persuade them to make
to hear from a Pentecostal -early paymerrts of $12 million
minister who wants it to drop to $15 million in real and
personal property taxes.•••TC -reqUirement for one-half Pe
credit hour of prysical • The plan would not solve the
education for graduation from city's long-term financial
high school. . crisis, but Forbes said it would
help pay,saIaricasif_warkers_
Kucinich threatened to lay off
• and could carry, the city
. through February or March.
Pressure plays throughout
—the---city are in evidence.
Bankers claim legal action
should pressure the mayor
and city council to mend
political fences and work
together.
The threatened layoffs are
also viewed by some as a
pressure tactic to force the
council to approve ttie
mayor's tax program.
Kucinich has said the layoffs
will continue until his plan is
approved.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
.-Srberrbers , who have not
rushy/ 0044 home -delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Taws by 5:90 p.m. Monday
Friday at by 3:90 p.m. on Satur•
days are urged to call 153-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
and 4 p.m. Saturdays, to insure
delivery of the newspaper Calls
must be pieced by 6 p.m. week
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
guarantee delivery.
Cleveland's 1,875 police of-
ficers have- pronlised to fight
the layoffs in court.
"The city is going to be one
hell of a jungle if he
(Kucinich) lays off half the
police and firemen," said
David Isaacs, a pharmacist at
an all-night drugstore here.
At six local banks, which
hold $15,5--millionNn overdue
city notes, executives
scheduled meetings to con-
sider how to collect on the
debt.
"Sooner or later we will
have to file a suit against the
city," said Roger Hippsley, a
Central National Bank
spokesman. "But we don't
want our action to be con-.
strued by the public as the
banks starting to shut down
the city. We are not pulling the
rug out from under the city,
we are not going to tag
property (for seizing)."
On Friday, Cleveland
became the first city to default
since the Depression when
Kucinich and the council
failed to agree on the mayor's
plan to raise taxes, or the
council's suggestiort to sell the
city-owned' light company.
drain on the treasury. It has
not generated its own elec-
tricity since the spring of 1977.
A sign on the plant, "Power to
the People, Muny Light,
Dennis J. Kucinich, Mayor,"
is illuminated at night with


































Henderson was charged or
accused.
The hearing also questions
Blanton's permitting
Lavender to sign his name to
documents allowing
prisoners' release. Of the four
officials, however, only Sisk
has been accused by the FBI.
Sisk, 38, and Charles Ben-
son, 33, state extradition of-
ficer, resigned Monday
following their arrests by the
FBI Friday. Arrested- in the
same case was Lt. Charles




pay, was held in lieu of
8100,000 bond in Memphis.
Sisk and Benson were freed
Friday evening on $50,000
bond each.
The federal grand jury
subpoena was served at the
Executive Residence and calls
for Blanton to bring un-
disclosed records of his Office.
"The governor said he was
happy to comply and would be
glad to furnish them with
anything they wanted," press
secretary Jim Gilchrist said.
Blanton testified once before,
in 1977, before a federal grand
jury on the same subject. No
charges resulted.
There were these other
developments Monday:
—Gov.-elect Lamar
Alexander, a Republican who
will succeed Blanton, a
Democrat, on Jan. 20, asked in
addition for the resignation of
-those who knew about such a
scheme and didn't do anything
to stop it.- All he can do now is
ask, he said Monday, but -33
days from now I will be the
govern; and I will have the
authority to do more than
ask."
—FBI agent Ben Hale of
Memphis said "the in-
vestigation is going ahead full
steam," as agents pore over
voluminous records seized
from Sisk's office at the
Capitol, following the arrest.
—FBI agents went to
several Nashville banks to
scheck for accounts in the
names of Sisk, Benson, Taylor
and others. Agents said Sisk
had $1,200 and Benson $2,300 in
marked bills given by an
unidentified FBI informant
earlier to Taylor.
—Asst. U.S. Atty. Dan
Clancy said a federal grand
jury was to convene today, in
Memphis to hear testimony in
the case.
Blanton announced the
resignations of Sisk and
Benson in a 120-word
statement released by
my office to be carried out.
-I am shocked and sad-
41ened by this matter and 1°
Share the grief of the families
involved and of the people of
Tennessee.
"I will not comment on the validity of Lavender's signing
possible guilt of those in- Blanton's name to bills passed
volved, as the law presumes by the General Assembly.-
they are innocent until proven It was revealed then by
guilty. However, if they are aides to past. governors that
proved to be guilty as assistants had signed
charged, this incident will be a lelpslatisre bills for the chief
all Tennesseans."
great affront to the dignity of executives for years.
The Chancery Court hearing 
Lavender has told the FBI
was asked by District 
and, an FBI affidavit said,
Attorney General Tom 
testified before an earlier
federal grand jury that he
Shriver of Nashville and by routinely signed papers
John J. Hooker Jr., former brought to lion by Sisk. ,,- "It's legally possible for
Democratic nominee for At the time of his arrest, the Charlie Benson to draw up
governor. FBI complaint said, Benson those papers and have
Lavender has had Blanton's had legal . papers bearing someone else sign them,"
power of attorney to sign his Blanton's name for the early Gilchrist said.
name to legal documents since
shortly after the governor took
office on Jan. 20, 1975. It did
not become public knowledge,




White Pines & Spruces
You can plant outside after Christmas.
Also some Red Maples & etc. left.
Agri-Products
Lawn & Garden
OPEN EVERY NIGHT AND SUNDAY 
We buy direct - Were Diamond Specialists.
Don't be mislead by fake Catalog pricipg
10,3 CLUJ, 
We've been trusted for over 60 years!
o mamonis b. Your Choice Buy
MAIM PLOWER TOP
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release of Larry Ed Hacker, a
burglar and reputed
ringleader of the 1977 escape
from Brushy Mountain State
Penitentiary of James Earl
Ray, convicted assassin of Dr.
Markin Luther King Jr. An
unidentified FBI informant
was quoted as saying the
release of Hacker was a
$100,000 deal.
Gilchrist said Blanton did
not sign the documents.
rsuovpiir'S Sperialipednesda,
S2. 59
Chicken Fry Steak Meals--
Includes:







„d*getOpiNepsing, 5 BIG DIAMOND CENTERS
L. ONE NEAR YOU . . .
Why pay $200
toe Greater Selection
for diamond rings 
*Greater Quality
like these? Our low,
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Chorge Your Purchases - Pay Next Year






Open every night and Sunday afternoons till Christmas









master charge. .•. ._. ..
i
Open 9-10
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
We Will Close ..
At 6 p.m. Christmas Eve
REMINGTON 1100
Model 1100 Field Gun
Gas-operated shotgun with
longer life. Self-cleaning gas
away Perfect balance. High
stantly interchangeable. Positive
top receiver has scroll work
capacity 5 sheks. Shoots
highly polished metal finish
.checkering on stock and tear
. protective finish on American
wood grain show through. Length
drop at comb 11/2". Weight about
AUTOMATIC SHOTGUNS







up to 55% less recoii. up to 7 times
operation blows dirt and grime
strength proof steel barrel is in-
cross-bolt type safety. Matted
on both sides. Fast loading;
all loads without adjustment. New
looks and wears better. Fine-lined
drop pistol grip. Cleat RK-W
walnut stock and fore-end lets the
of pull 10", drop at heel 21/2",























Pots Fostoes Si. Aciyustabie Pewit
Adjustments—stows you to adjust the
LTO owe 1 'Woe ot 25 pounds iii 25
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and fore-end of rich
length 14", drop at comb









insie ni nt -,
bareeo . 
fitting.
made from solid steel, top
American walnut. beautifully


























Take-down design-small enough to
a backpack or suitcase. Has automatic

























































FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) -
Frankfort school children will
be attending class next month
along side state workers,
shoppers and basketball
players.
The Capital Plaza Authority
on Monday officially approved
use of the Capital Plaza Sports
and Convention Center by the
flood-strickened Frankfort
city school system.
Gov. Julian Carroll had
personally offered the use of
the facility to Frankfort
School Superintendent 011ie
Leathers Thursday after the
Kentucky River flooded both
the school system's
elementary and high school
buildings, located in different
parts of south Frankfort.
State Finance Secretar.
Roy Stevens said Monday's
action was to make the offer
formal, because all members
of the Plaza Authority had
indicated they supported the
move when he first contacted
them.
Stevens said students from
the Second Street Elementary
School will move into classes
at the plaza on Jan. 2.
Al Hubbard, director of the
Plaza Authority, is working
with school officials on the
logistics of the move, Stevens
said. He said the students will
be housed in meeting rooms,
some empty commercial
space and even on the floor of
the basketball arena.
The space has also been
offered the high school, but no
decision has yet been made on
those students. School officials
were hoping that the high
school building, which was
flooded only in the basement,
might be ready by the first of
the year. .
The Plaza Authority
directed Stevens to sign an
agreement with the school
derstanding, 'which includes
rent-free use of the .facilities
for a reasonable amount of
time to allow repair of the
school buildings, not to exceed
the end of the school year.
Carroll named special
assistant John Nichols as his
'representative to coordinate
the move, including the
location of mobilelcitchens.
The Frankfort Hieli School
gymnasium, located in a third
part of South Frankfort, also
was flooded. Frankfort's
scheduled basketball game
with Danville will be played
today at Bell Gymnasium on
the Kentucky State University
campus.
Stevens said the Plaza
Authority has also agreed to
let Frankfort play its home
games at the Convention
'Center although the basket-
ball playing floor is not
presently in place.
Stevens said Kentucky State
University will continue to
play its home games at the
Convention Center, but some
other potential events, such as
a circus and a rodeo, that
would require taking the
basketball floor up, might be
postponed or cancelled.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP ) -
Gov. Julian Carroll will head a
delegation of governors in-
vited to the White House
Wednesday to discuss the
impact of President Carter's
budget proposals on the
states.
Carroll, who chairs the
National Governors'
Association, said Monday he
understands that the
President wants to hear the
governors' comments, on
various programs, especially
with regard to potential im-
pact on the states.
Carroll has said he is con-
cerned that proposed cuts in
federal spending may leave
the states with responsibility
for programs they can't pay
for but can't abandon.
Federal belt-tightening may
end up being only a shift of
costs from Washington to -
state capitals, with the states




- Manitoba Hydro is giving
municipalities throughout the
province its usual Christmas
gift - free power for festive




a 42-year-old tradition, won't
charge local governments for
the power for outdoor
Christmas lights between Dec.
16 and Jan. 10.
FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the Stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
High energy should enable
you to accomplish much work
today, but be sure to think
--things over before plunging
full steam ahead.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Be positive with loved ones
and in planning outings, but
don't get cold' feet at the last
moment. Self-doubt will cause
others to do the same.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
If it's a present that the
whole family will enjoy, it's
safe to dip into savings, but
Itiouble-eheck with a mate or
others concerned.
CANCER
June 21 to July .72)
Make your point of view
known to close ones, but take a
more moderate stand with co-
workers. Avoid a negative
attitude at work
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 72) 124
Put moneymaking ideas to
work now, but you may be
indecisive re a-gift for a loved
one. Jr: so, postpone shopping
to andther day.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22, wr%
Romantic and social outings
have a touch of adventure
now. Shrug off family
bickering by avoiding the
careless remark,
InIRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Aral
You'll accomplish more
with action than words today.
Keep your plans to yourself
and don't gloss Over details re
travel arrangements.
SCORPIO
Orf. 23 to Nov. 21)
Have-, Sus -.courage -af yew- aessator ; eqd ?Mix. WNW,
onvictions, and let others columnist.
know where you stand. In
financial dealings, though,
your judgment could be
faulty.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 72 to Dec. 21) efAif
'Don't' rely on others, but
take the initiative yourself in
career matters. Also, make
sure you follow up on the
details yourself.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vj
Critical judgments which
you keep to yourself may still
manifest in your body
language. Don't let petty
annoyances get to you.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
In any financial tran-
sactions now, it will be
necessary to pay close at-
tention to all the details, A
friend may not share your
viewpoint.
PLSCES
( FIreoub. ,lre tosurmea r f. 2 o 
yourself 
S'C•_At:
the social whirl, but may have
inner doubts about a business
or partnership matter.
Someone is nit-picking.
YOU BORN TODAY are
sympathetic and affectionate.
Your ability to feel out both
sides mf a question, carried
into public life, makes you a
natural diplomat. you can
succeed as a lawyer, religious
leader, humanitarian, and
politician. Though you listen
politely to advice, you seldom
follow it. Quietly persistent,
you cannot be forced to do
things against your will.
Though home and family are
important to you, you'll have
your share of adventures
before settling down. You
prefer working with. others
than taking on too much
responsibility yourself. Bir-
thdate of: Uri Geller, men-
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dishwasher can save water
and electricity
• Normal energy saver drying
button lets you shut off heater
to save electricity when faster
drying not needed Short wash
dial selection for lightly soiled





dishwasher has energy saver
dry cycle, short wash cycle,
and Power Scrub.'
. , ,,vhere build in later






YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER iN MURRAY
"Appliance. Are Our Only Business' '
NOMAD COY and JONI SIMMONS OWNERS
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Nun Completes Day's Work
After Mugging By Tough
MINNEAPOLLS (AP) — A
OS-year-old nun, mugged by a
young tough on her way to
visit an elderly nursing home
patient, insisted on com-
pleting her afternoon's
mission.
Hours later, when Sister
Marjorie Heltemes finally
` yielded to urgings to have a
medical examination, she
learned the attacker had cut
her face, bruised her knee and
broken her pelvis.
Sister Heltemes had been
knocked to the ground and her
purse was stolen but, with the
help of a couple of police of-
ficers, she proceeded to a
nearby nursing center, where
she spent an hour with 81-
year-old Mary Sanderson. The
woman heard about Sister
Heltemes' misfortune the next
day and was dumbfounded.
"She nevet said a thing, she
never let on," the woman
related. "I asked her, 'How
are you, Marjorie?' and she
said, 'I'm fine' — just like
that."
Her visit completed, Sister
Heltemes returned to the St.
Mary's Friends office a mile
away. The agency's director
persuaded her to go to North
Memorial Hospital for a
checkup.
There, doctors discovered
the nun's injuries. She was
told she'd have to stay in the
hospital for up to 10 days, but
she wants to leave as soon as
possible.
• 'I'll go back to work," the
persistent church worker told
a reporter from her hospital
bed, her voice frail.
She said she needs to be with
her "clients."
"She's the most beautiful
Christian woman you'd ever
want to meet," said Maribeth
Jennings, director of the St.
Mary's Friends office. -She's
So dedicated to the elderly,
she'd go through hell" to help
them.
Sister Heltemes said she
became a nun in 1942 because
she admired nuns she saw
helping others. felt I could
do some good," she said.
"There's a great need. ...
There are so many lonely
older people."
Despite the attack, she said














Offer Good Thru Month of Dec.
Murray , Ky.
753-9383
Mary Sanderson and others in
the neighborhood, which has a
high rate of purse snatctungs.
And she is concerned for the
young thief.
"I feel sorry for him, and I
wonder what kind of a person
he is to knock down older
people," she said. "For his
sake, I hope the police catch
him. He needs help."
Sunshine energy falling on
the 48 contiguous states in a
single day equals four times
the energy in the quantity of
oil Americans use in an entire
year.
HARD-TO-HIDE SECRET — Young boy is silhouetted against brightly-lit "Mayflower,"
new version of the Goodyear blimp which replaces similar craft badly damaged in
Georgia thunderstorm several months ago. The new blimp, which is 192 feet long, slip-
ped into Miami ahead of its scheduled arrival in order to avoid potential bad weather.
(AP laserphoto)
Talmadge Inquiry To Be Held
By MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer





conduct a full inquiry into
allegations of financial
wrongdoing by the powerful
22-year Senate veteran.
The Georgia Democrat said
Army Trainees To
Leave Fort Knox For
Christmas Holiday
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP) —
• 'I'll Be Home For Christmas"
may be the song in the hearts
of about 7,000 Army trainees
leaving Fort Knox this week.
Trainees will leave the post
Wednesday and Thursday on
100 special buses, many going
to Standiford Field at
Louisville to continue their
journeys by air.
°Elaps hegan4r.thP 4filiday 
—suriunei;,-- Said -
Spec. Anne Keever, an in-
formation officer at the base.
She said volunteers from
r Fort Knox and from the
United Service Organization
-irs. Louisville will help the
trainee's get on the right buses
and catch the right planes.
A busload of trainees should
leave Sadowski,F'ield House at
Fort Knox every 15 minutes
Wednesday and Thursday if
-- all goes according to plan, she
• said.
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Greater Cincinnati Airport
will spend $10 million to build
1,600 more multi-level parking
spaces, following a Vote
Monday by the Kenton County
Airport Board.
Robert Keefe, director of
development, said the project
would provide sufficient
parking through-1995.
Heery & Heery, Architects
and Engineers Inc., Atlanta,
Ga., was hired to design the
buildings at no more than
$100,000, he said.
?,4





During Banking Hours, at
the Main. Bank Office
• 4th & Main
December 18 throui.4.11 December 22
he is confident of being
cleared.
There has been no similar
Senate proceeding — which
roughly parallels a grand jury
indictment or formal court
charge — since the late Sen.
Thomas Dodd, D-Conn., was
censured for misconduct in
1967.
The next stage following
Monday's 4-1 vote will be a
Senate hearing, conducted
under rules similar to those in
a criminal court trial and
likely to begin in mid-to late
January.
The committee, which
approved "a formal in-
vestigation of possible im-
proprieties for which sub-
stantial credible evidence has
been found," has been con-
ducting a preliminary inquiry
for fivemonths.
Meanwhile, a federal grand
Jury also has been looking into
Talmadge's finances. He has
not been told, however, that he
is the target of an in-
vestigation. •
The major allegation
against Talmadge focused on
a secret account at-the Riggs
National Bank of Washington.
Established in Talmadge's
name in 1973, it contained
about $26,000 in unreported
campaign contributions and
$13,000 in reimbursements for
Senate expenditures.
A former close aide_ to
Talmadge, Daniel Minchew,
says he established and
maintained the account on
Talmadge's orders. Talmadge
denies knowing of the account
and says Minchew is an
embezzler.
Sources say the committee
has checks in which Most of
the funds were withdrawn or
converted to cash, but it is not
clear who benefitted. In Duluth, the site of the
Talmadge has also study, after potentially
acknowledged accepting dangerous levels of asbestos
thousands of dollars in small were reported in the water, 47
cash gifts, clothing and ser-
vices from constituents.
He has returned $37,125 in
reimbursements for Senate
expenses improperly claimed
between 1972 - and 1977.
Talmadge said the repayment
was made after his own audit
turned up errors by his staff.
Those matters 'and others
will be aired by the com-
mittee, whose membership
may be drastically different
by January, when the 96th
Congress convenes.
Judy Carter. Enters Ga.
Maternity Ward Today




maternity ward today, a
hospital official said.
Associate hospital ad-
ministrator John D. Henry
reported at 8:30 a.m. that Mrs.
Carter was in the labor room.
He said her husband Jack
entered the labor room with
her shortly after their arrival
at the hospital about 1:30 a.m.
No other family members
were present, Henry said. The
Secret Service cordoned off
the area from visitors and said
an announcement about the
birth would come from - the
White House in Washington.
Jack Carter, 31, is theeidest
son of President and 'Ws.
Carter, and is an attorney and
businessman in Calhoun, Ga.
He and his wife have one other




When news is released about
polluted drinking water, anger
is not directed against those
who are making the water
unsafe, but against those who
release information about its
possible health risks, ac-
cording to a study reported by
the Water Quality Association.
percent continued to use it. .
About 51 percent chose
alternate sources, draOing
water from private wells,
buying bottled water, or in-
stalling a home water filter:,
• The people who continued to
use tap water, the study in-
dicated, were mostly those
who saw a division of opinion
among professionals about the.
water's safety, and they were
angry at those experts who
had declared it unsafe.
See Marjorie Major
Trove/ Consultant
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGEKY
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by us.












/417 WE HAVE THE J>\1$1
BEST PRICES AND THE
LARGEST SELECTION IN TENNESSEE :ul
20% OFF
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF LAMPS
"LAST CHANCE SALE"
FROM NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS
If you like the best for less Try us for any
kind of lamp you want. Hundreds of styles,
colors and sizes., all at wholesale prices. We
also have replacement shades, wicker, pictures
and many other decorator items.
MARAEL
THE STORE THAT SAVES YOU MORE!
COME IN AND BROWSE AROUND.
LAKE WAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
HIGHWAY 79 EAST -- PARIS, TENN. NEXT TO UNCLE LEE'S
VISA OPEN 10 A.M. TIL 8 P.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
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As you and loved ones shore
your joy, we wish you a happy
holy holiday season
fitay 'you, our dear friends, be blessed
with a joyous Christmas filled with
peace and happiness. Warm tfianks.
Growers Loose Leaf Floor
Railroad Ave.
s
Santa Returns Letters For Publication






















Midst the Joys of a truly
old fashioned Christmas, we stop for a
moment to wish our dear friends all
things bright and beautiful!




. 641 N. ' 753-0025
EDITOR'S NOTE The
following letters to Santa
Claus at the North Pole were
written by elealeatery wheal
students at schools in Murray
and Calloway (aunt). After
Receiving the litters and
noting the students' request,
Santa sent some of them back
for publication in The Murray
Ledger & Times.
Dear Santa,
I want a spiderman rass
trek and how is Rudolph and
how is the elves.
Love Jimmy
Dear Santa,
My name is Belinda Kay.
Please bring me a paper doll.
And bring something for my





I want a new bicycle an a BB
gun an I want a footboll an a
stretch arm strong monster






I want a B-B goon for





I want a doll and buggy. Will
I'll try to be a good girl. Do
you know what my monksaid
she said that if I didn't vortirk a
little harder I wouldn't get
nothing for Christmas. But
will I get something from you









Please brining me a doll for
Christmas. And I also want a
game to play. I have been a
good girl. I love Santa Clause.
Love, Deanna.
Dear Santa,
My name is Salvia. I want a
Best of all is a cake bakeer it is





Please bring me a tape VVVVVEVW
player.
I have been a good girl.
like you Santa. You are
very nice..
My sister has been good too.
-Would you bring something to
my sister.
. Love Elaine Keel
Dear Santa,
I love you very much. I want
a doll that wets and dricks'
and cries and talks for
Christmas. Can you make it
snow? OH! I forgot a record
player, too. I am in second









I love you I have been very





My name is Kimberley.
Please bring me a Mr. Month
and a slinky and a dancing
Ballerina and one of the
Charlies Angles. I have been a
good girl this year.
Love, Kim Lough
Dear Santa,
My name is Jerry, will you
Please bring me a bicycle for
Christmas I have been a good
boy I love you Santa. -
Love, Jerry
Dear Santa,
My name is Holly Debora
Cherry Will you bring me
Barbie house and a new






My name is Vicky. Please
bring "tie a Activity-MA, Song
Book, and a doll and a doctor





My name is Tracy. Please
bring me a Evil Knievel and a
train and a bigfoot and a
football and a Incredible Hulk.





I have been a good girl;
Please bring me a doll, for
Christmas. How is Rudolph.
Chirj3isytye
I love santa my name is
Christy McCoy.
Dear Santa,
I want a bebegun and a bike
for Christmas and I love you
Santa and all the Fteiandeer
too and esp. Rudolpl to.
Love Johnny
Dear Santa,
I wot some ci.rs for
Christmas and a big truck.
East Elementary. An brg
Rudoph. Love Herman.
Dear Santa,
My name is Kim Darnell. I
like my teacher. I love my
mother and my father. How is
your raindeers. How is





My name is Ronnie. I hope
you will come to my house.
Please bring me a BeBE gun




My name is Korey I want a
BB gun for Crems
I love you arita?
Love form Korey.









wishe for a truly
enchanting holiday













My name is Darren Mc-
Cuiston. Please bring me a BB
gun and a murry bicycle. How
is Rudolph is his nose still
shining. I have been a good
boy and I want a race track.
Love Darren
Dear Santa,
My name is Junior. I will be
good boy Santa. I love
Rudolpu. I want a teddy bear.
And a Indian and a Incredible
Hulk. And a spiderman to.
Love Junior
Dear Santa
My name is Danny. Please
bring me a TV tennis game for
Christmas I have been a good
boy. Love from Danny.
Dear Santa,
I would like .to have a
Amplufire. I would like to
have Baby Wen't and care
Heartbeat Skope. I would like
to have a t.v. And I would like
to have a Instep Camera. And
I would like to have the
Aprashun game. Merry








all sure signs pointing




Plumbing 11 Electric Co.
733-5341
1175. 3rd






Murray Muffler'll Automotive Center
Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Maple St Phone 753-9999
VSVVINVWSVINISI
Friends are a wonderful part of
Christmas, so we want to say thanks to
our many customers for making
this our biggest & best of the 5 years we
have been in business.
Remember. Interest Is Free On Tractors
Until March 1, 1978 and on
Combines until September 1,1979













From the Entire Staff
Purchase
'EQUIPMENT CO. INC.































































































'The numbers mar,ket is far
less centrally controlled than
is universa4 believed," said
the $500,000 study released
Sunday. It was financed by the
Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration and based in
part on documents seized in
police , rails and from wire
taps. It contends that loan
sharks rarely engage in
violence or threats of violence
to collect debts.
INF IN ILI Itl(A V k3 I F riG.F R & ri id II; icivabamiN „Downabstlkisakk
Mexico Says Its Oil
Prices Will Keep Up
With OPEC's Next Year
MEXICO CITY (AP) —
Mexico says its oil prices will
keep up with OPEC's next
year even though it isn't a
member of the cartel.
Mexican oil will definitely
not be cheaper than oil from




manager for PEMEX, the
Mexican oil monopoly. But he
said the exact price increase
has not been determined.
OPEC, after a two-year
price freeze, decided at a
weekend meeting on a four-
stage, 14.5 percent price in-
crease for 1979. The base price
of $12.70 will go up 5 percent to
$13.33 on Jan. 1, with sub-
sequent increases of 3.8
percent to $13.84 on April 1,2.3
percent to $14.16 on July 1 and
2.7 percent to $14.54 Oct. 1.
Mexico's oil now sells for
$13.10 a barrel, and Mexico
City newspapers quoted Jorge
Idaz Serrano, president of PE-
MEX, as saying the price will
rise to $13.70 on Jan. 1, an
increase of 4.58 percent. But
Azipuru said that price is
"just an indication of the
direct impact of the OPEC
increase. It is an indication
our price will not be less than




WASHINGTON AP) — A
new study on illegal gambling
compares the average New
York City bookmaker with a
struggling small-time
businessman, adding that the
bookmaker rarely has any
significant connection to
will seek assistance from the
organization. Survey teams
report that 129 dwellings and
mobile homes suffered major
damage, 2,123 suffered minor
damage and 59 small
businesses were destroyed.
There are 1,200 local
volunteers and 137 staff
members from outside the
Kentucky area assigned to the
Red Cross disaster relief
operation. Working with Red
price."
Asked if Mexican oil would
be cheaper than OPEC's by
the end of 1979, Azipuru said:
"No. To date, our oil has not
been cheaper than OPEC oil.
It has always been higher.
"We are not tied to OPEC.
We live with the competitive
and market conditions in the
Gulf of Mexico ... our natural
market. nut if the world
market changes, we change
with the market."
The United States takes
about 85 percent of the oil
Mexico exports. Exports at
the end of 1977 totaled about
240,000 barrels a day. But
roduction _ is expanding
rapidly, and some reports say
exports could reach a million
barrels a day by the end of
1982.
Mexico is riding an oil boom
that may make it one of the
world's top oil producers.
Huge new discoveries have
been reported recently along
the Gulf of Mexico.
Approximately 1,1 8 4
families have received
emergency assistance from
the American Red Cross since
floods swept through Ken-
tucky last week. In its around
the clock relief effort Red
Cross has provided food,
clothing and temporary
housing, basic household
furnishings and equipment for
home repair, this organization
has distributed 4,000 cleanup
kits, 4,000 comfort kits, 1,400
cots, 6,000 blankets and has
provided 42,776 meals.
The Red Cross estimates
• Court Upholds Political Right
Of Civil Service Employee
A LONG WAY UP — Robert Woods, silhouetted against
the sky, climbs one of the 100-foot poles at Williams-
Bruce stadium to replace burned-out light bulbs. The
stadium is the home playing field for the University of
South Carolina football games.
Cross are volunteers from the
Church of' the Brethren,
Menonites Disaster Service,
Church World Service, and
local labor unions. Additional
volunteers are needed to
assist with cleanup
- operations. People who want
to -volunteer can call their




VIOLA, Del. (AP) - Olin
all he gets for ChiTsirna s is-the
money to pay this month's
light bill.
Last year, it ran $1,182.30.
Dill lights his home with
thousands of Christmas lights
every year, and he says the
high cost of electicity won't
dim the 20-year-old tradition.
He says he got about 100,000
visitors last year. Admission
is free, but Dill accepts
donations. .
• : At this worshipful season we pray,
that you will share tlie delights
• of it's quiet wonder and everlasting
••• beauty. For the kindness you've - .
Olympic Plaza Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 9-8
Murray, Kyi- Closed Sunday
Dm Christmas
Relief can be sent to American





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The right of a civil service
employee to attend a political
convention was upheld today
by the Kentucky Supreme
Court.
The court ruled in the case
of Marjorie Fitzgerald of
Louisville, who was a voting
delegate at the Democratic
National Convention in 1976




the convention in New York
City at her own expense. When
she returned to Louisville, she
was fired for having engaged
in political activity prohibited
by state law.
She appealed to the
Louisville Civil Service Board,
which reinstated her without
back pay, but the city and the
health board appealed to
Jefferson Circuit Court, which
ruled that her attendance at
the convention violated state
law and ordered her em-
ployment terminated.
The city and the . board
contended that Mrs. Fit-
zgerald's trip to New York to
further the presidential
candidacy of Morris Udall
constituted a two-fold
violation of state law: her
travel expenditures were an
indirect contribution for a
candidate for political office,
they said, and her service as a
voting delegate made her a
member of a governing
committee of a political
organization.
The Court of Appeals
reversed the lower court's
decision and the state
Supreme Court agreed that
she should not have been fired.
"This court finds no merit in
the argument that KRS
90.220(2) forbids attendance at
political conventions by
classified employees," the





politics by classified em-
ployees may constitutionally
be prohibited.. .such
prohibition must be expressed
The British Royal Navy's
aircraft carrier Glorious was
destroyed in 1940 with a loss of
1,200 lives during the
evacuation of Allied forces
from Narvik, Norway, during
World War II.
King John of England
signed the Magna Carta in
1215. It was the first detailed
statement of feudal law.
nadiefitaek
terms that the ordinary
person exercising common
sense can sufficiently un-
derstand and comply with,"
the court said.
"KRS 90.220(2) does not
prohibit attendance at
political conventions in plain
and understandable terms: its
proscriptions are phrased in
Language so ambiguous that
reasonable people in good
faith can disagree as to the
scope of the political activities
it forbids."
The Supreme Court noted
that it had previously ruled
that, the same statute, by
implication, prohibits a
person in the classified ser-
vice from becoming a can-
didate for party nomination
for an elective office, because.
such a candidacy inevitably:
involves acts forbidden under,
the law, such as soliciting
contributions.
"This court holds that those -
acts which are not prohibited
in plain and understandable
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Buy the best for less' And remember the ORE TIME this winter
you may need Emergency Ch. 9 it'll pay for itself! So be prepared
for stormy weather, traffic .tie-ups and road hazards Highway
information and other Info on Ch ' 19 makes driving more kin;
less lonely The Dept of Transportation encourages CB use for
highway safety And with a built-by-us Realistic CB, help is
lust a call-awayL_Adding an external spe4er makes it a PA
system 1 "/32x515737x9'..4- Hurry' --- only a few days before -...,
ChristmaSI 21 1530












M A DIVISION OF TANDY COH'ORATION PRICES MAY VARY AT INDiviDUAt STORES
•
•
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Holiday Gift Of A Pet Can
Turn Out To Be A Problem
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1API -
A puppy or kitten from an
animal shelter cage can be a
tempting item at holiday tune.
but there are booby traps to be
avoided for humans and
animals alike
An outlay of $2 to $15 at the
local Humane Society, Animal
Rescue League or Animal
Shelter can purchase a
.pretty heart-warming gift
for a child, said Bill Barrows,
Humane Society director at
laansville
But without some essential
cautions. Barrows said, a gift
of a puppy, kitten or other
animal can turn out to be
pretty dreadful thing."
Enc Blow, Jefferson Colin!)
Animal Shelter Director,
agreed that such a purchase
can go either way .
Harrows and Blow gave
some general guidelines for
those considering such a gift:
- Make sure the child's
parents approve and are
willing to assume most of the
responsibility for the animal's
care. If a child is left to care
for a pet without guidance, the
child or the pet could end up
traumatized,
- Never give a pet without
making sure the recipient
really wants it and can take
care of it. _
- Avoid exotic pets. Dogs
































































































- Try to match a pet to the
people it will live with and
surroundings it will live in.
- An Irish Setter is fine for
joggers with a big yard, but
riot good for a retired couple
with a small apartment. Big
dogs and small children do not
always mix well; the dog's
idea of if romp may be too
rough for the child.
- If giving a dog. consider
the breed you think is most
suitable for the owners, and
the genetic background of the
specific dog in question.
Remember the
obligations . and expense in-
volved in owning a pet.
State law requires rabies
vaccinations, common sense
requires distemper shots and
worming, and decency as well
as the law -require that pets
not violate the rights of
property of neighbors.
Blow says a pet can cost as
much as $200 the first year,
including the cost of im-
munizations, spaying or
neutering, food, licensing and
any needed equipment such as
leashes or chains.
37 Degrades 55 Sea eagle
42 Tax 56 Conjunction
44 Skill 57 Corded cloth
46 Stage play 50 Latin con-
48 Crown --- junctton
49 Detested 62 Pronoun
51 Wolfhound 64 Chaldean
54 At this place city
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BEM BAILEY
1 I HAVE HERE THE SUG6EGTIONS
I ASKED YOU TO SUBMIT ON
WAYS TO PUT CAMP SWAMPY
ON THE MAP
" WHEN SANTA LEFT
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.FRANKFORT, Ky. (API -
Somerset has been recognized
as the outstanding community
in five southeastern states for
its accomplishments in
community development,
officials of the state Depar-
tment of Commerce an-
nounced Monday.
The award was made
following presentations by
competing communities at the
annual meeting of the
Southeastern Community
.--IXIVE9tiOrtiatzt- T-•Aliacietattt.onv4
Region Two in Atlanta Dec. 5.




One way to get rid of
mosquitoes is to build a
purplemartin house. Purple
martins are birds that catch
mosquitoes in the air and eat
them. .
IN HIS qELLOW SLICKER
AND Bi6 RUgBER BOOTS









medical staff of Murray-
Calloway County Hospital in
November.
Dr. Tandon is originall
from India. He received his
medical degree in New Delhi,
Dr. Shashi Tandon
India, in 1974 and served a
surgical internship at Unity
Hospital, Brooklyn, New
York, from July 1975 to June
1976.
Before coming to Murray,
Dr. Tandon completed his
residency in anesthesiology at
Kings County Hospital in
Brooklyn.
• He and his wife, Neelam,
reside at 1542 Oxford Drive.
Atlantic City's Single Casino




(AP) - The crowd at
Camillo's tavern just off the
Boardwalk wears tuxedos and
drinks imported beer all night.
But only a few blocks from
where these young casino
dealers spend their time and
money after hours, old black
bellnnen wonder when gam-
tiling will deliver on its
promise of prosperity.
Two years after New Jersey
voters approved casino
gambling -- and after the first
tourist season of actual
gambling - this old seashore
resort is experiencing growth
and some of its paths.
The one casino in town is
taking in bettors' money three
tunes faster than the biggest
joints on the Las Vegas Strip.
Business in general is up and
unemployment is down.
But the single casino's
future is clouded in un-
certainty. And though falling,
Body Of Woman Dead Five
Years Found Beneath Papers
COLORADO SPRINGS,
Colo. (AP) - The body of a
woman, dead at least five
ears, has been found beneath
200 pounds of newspapers the
day after police broke into her
littered house and discovered
the corpse of her sister, dead a
eek.
Police said they were called
to the home Saturday by a
mailman who noticed that
several days' accumulation of
newspapers remained on the
front porch.
Neighbors then told police
Gretchen McRae, about 80-,




strong growth of the economy
in the final months of 1978 may
be too strong, making it more
difficult than ever to control
inflation next year, says G.
William Miller, chairman of
the Federal Reserve Board.
Millet also says the 14.5
percent increase in oil prices
ae t.ha_ cAfel411.044.4.11,
Pelt° u rri
Countries will increase the
risk of a recession in the
United States next year,
although he still thinks such




China will open the door to
-broader, easier exchanges
'IT WAS CHRISTMAS EE
AND SOON CHILDREN AROAD
THE WORLD WOULD BE
HEARING THE SOUND OF
























THITu THE AGES PHANTOM FOUND f3RIGIE 5 IN MANY L Ark's..WHO PRX7VII7Er NE/RS TO CCNTINUE THE I NE /
'InatOierZow 4NO NOW
with the mainland for
American businessmen,
students and tourists, Stat3
Department officials say. But
they add that the exchanges
won't be automatic or im-
mediate_
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate Ethics Committee,
citing' "substantial credible
sometime. Police broke into
the old house and found the
spinster's body. She had
apparently been dead a week,
said Clarence West, deputy El -
Paso County coroner.
Authorities said they con-
sidered the case closed
because there were no forced
locks, no signs of a struggle,
no marks on the body.
But when police contacted
William Hopper of Denver, the
woman's cousin, he asked,
"Where's her sister? She has a
sister about the same age and
they've lived together at that
home for the Oast 30 Years."
Police returned to the house
Sunday. They found the body
of Alamina McRae on a sofa in
the middle of the living roo,m,
wrapped in sheets and lying
under stacks cd_ newspapers.
West estimated that she had
died at least five years earlier.
West said both women
apparently died of natural
causes but authorities said an
autopsy would be performed
on Gretchen McRae.
One neighbor , told
authorities she stopped
visiting the home about five
years ago when Gretchen
evidence" against Sen. McRae stopped answering the
erntan
conduct a full inquiry into Business 'Recordsallegations 'of financial
wrongdoing by the powerful
Georgia Democrat said he is 
Open To Public,22-year Senate veteran. The
confident of being cleared. Attorney General
INTERNATIONAL
NEW DELHI, India (AP) -
The lower house of the Indian
Parliament voted today tp
send former Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi to jail for a few
days and to deprive her of the
seat she won last month in a
special election.
PARIS (AP) - An electric
power failure high vast areas
of France and part of Swit-
zerland today, but officials
said full or partial service was
resided to most of the country
in 2L. hours.
The power shutdown at 8:30
a.m. stranded tens of
thousands of Parisians in
blacked-out subway trains and
caused huge traffic jams in
the streets above.
MOSCOW (API - President
Leonid I. Brezhnev celebrates
'his 72nd birthcray today
looking stronger and talking
tougher than he has in months.
Diplomats say the Kremlin
isn't planning any special
fanfare and that Brezhnev
probably will spend a routine
business day to show he's
firmly in charge.
MEXICO CITY (AP) -
Mexico says its oil prices will
keep up with PEC's next year
even though it isn't a member
of the cartel.
Mexican oil will definitely
not be cheaper than oil from








Almost half Cleveland's police
and firemen will be laid off, all
, public recreation facilities
will be closed and garbage
pickups will dwindle to twice a
month under Mayor Dennis
Kucinich's austerity plan to
onrushingsbtaanvkeruptcyof f
- - - -
PRESIDENT NAMED
NEW YORK (AP) - Gilbert
H. Kinney has been „elected
president of the Archives of
American Art, a bureau of the
Smithsonian Institution.
Kinney had been a trustee
and vice president of the
Archives and chairman of its• 
publications committee. He
also is a trustee of the
American Federation of Arts
arid of the CoLcoran Gallery,
. where he was actiog digector
during the past year. .
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The public has an interest in
knowing what businesses are
licensed in a community,.
according to the state attorney
general's office.
• Assistant Attorney General
Carl Miller said, in an opinion
released Monday, that the
public must be allowed access
to the records insofar as they
reveal. which individuals and
businesses are licensed.
"We know of noN statutory
reason why the business
licenses of Lexington should
be withheld from public in-
spection," Miller told Timothy
Cone, commissioner of law for
the Lexington-Fayette Urban
County Government.
"The very purpose of a
license is to regulate
businesses and professions in
the interest of the public,"
Miller said. "We believe that
the public is entitled to know
what businesses and
professions have been
licensed to exist and operate
and operate within a local
governmental unit."
Cone said John Woesten-
diek, a staff writer for the
Lexington Leader, was ap-
pealing a denial of inspection
of the business licenses.
However, Miller noted he
had not received a copy of a
letter from the Urban County
Government denying the
reporter's request. Such a
letter, stating why the request
is denied, is required to be
filed with the attorney
general's office within three
days whenever a request to





LIMESTONE, Maine - The,
U. S. Air Force has promoted
Richard A. Baker, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles M. Baker of
.1207 Crestwood Place,
Murray, to the rank of staff
sergeant.
Sgt. Baker is serving at





The ,sergeant is a 1969
graduate of Murray High
School. His wife, Patricia, is
the daughter of Eugene
Coddington of 521 Shenandoah
Ave., Mountain Lake, Park,
Md,
unemployment remains more
than twice the national
average.
With all this, most feel it's a
sure bet that legalized
gambling will save this city.
Says William Downey,
executive director of the new
Casino Hotel Association:
"We're slowly corning out of
the valley of darkness. Things
around here look super for a
change."
Lurking behind that hope,
however, are the legal
problems of Resorts Inter-
national Inc. following the
state attorney general's filing
of 17 "objections" to a per-
manent casino license for the
finn and its hotel. Its casino
has been operating on a
temporary permit so far.
The state's new Division of
Gaming Enforcement
charged that Resorts Inter-
national has had past ties to
organized crime, that it
associates with businessmen
of questionable integrity and
that it has mismanaged its
casinos here and in the
Bahamas.
State investigators say the
summer's unexplained
disappearance of $179,195
from the casino and the theft
of a blackjack table tray with
$14,260 in chips show the firm
cannot properly man4e a
casino.
Resorts International of-
ficials, who admit their firm is
"fighting for its life," have
vehemently denied any
wrongdoing.- The matter will
come up in January when the
State Casino Control Com-
mission decides whether to
grant the permanent li-ense.
"We're not going to give up
without a fight," says com-
pany pregident I.G. "Jack"
Davis Jr., who this week
suspended key executive
Seymour Alter after the state
zepo44hat be
tried-to-bribe- a igesiftrier•
judge in 1962 and also
arranged for prostitutes for
Bahamian officials visiting
Las Vegas.
As the company prepares its
battle, the money comes in at
an average of $630,997 a day at
the casino. It has taken in
more than $125 million -
about half of it profit - since
opening May 26. The firm's
third quarter earnings were 17
times better than last year.
More than 50 casino projects
have been proposed here.
Most are speculative, but big
names like Caesars Palace,
Playboy, Penthouse, Del E.
Webb, Hilton, Harrah's, Bally,
Golden Nugget, Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, Ramada Inn
and Holiday Inn have
promised gleaming new
casinos.
On the Boardwalk, cranes
and bulldozers work
feverishly as a half-dozen
developers scramble to tear
down buildings, put up others
and cash in on the gambling
gold mine. Still, only two or
three casinos are expected to
be open by the end of 1979.
"It's the only town where
you can tear down a building
and increase the (tax)
assessment," Gov. Brendan
T. Byrne said recently.
Boardwalk property, which
often didn't find a buyer two
years ago, now sells for up to
$125 a square foot or $5.5
million an acre, according to
William Rafferty, a prominent
real estate man.
On one Boardwalk block, an
unidentified developer offered
homeowners $100,000 each -
if all agreed to sell. The offer
is still out.
Rafferty said the real estate
boom has spread to residential
areas. Modest city row house*
and well-to-do suburban
homes have doubled and
tripled in price as more people
move in and New Yorkers and
Philadelphians seek second
homes close to the action,
Rafferty said.
A number of elderly
residents, who moved into old
hotels as they were converted
to apartments in the city's
darker days, now are
threatened with eviction as
developers eye sites for casino
hotels.
Leaders of the Hispanic
area near the Boardwalk
claim that absentee landlords,
hungry to sell to developers,
are forcing out the poor.
Hispanic leaders say
"thousands" of their people
are gone, but local officials
dispute the magnitude of the
exodus.
_ The, gaajav_is. ,JAIrgely,
-
percent increase in revenues
from the city's "luxury tax"
on hotel room rentals, liquor,
tobacco and amusements,
according to local officials.
The tax is the major indicator
of tourist business here.
State officials say new jobs
at the casino hotel are the
reason behind the 4.8 percent
drop in October's unem-
ployment rate from the year
before, when it stood. at 17.6
percent.
Still, officials fear unem-
ployment this winter will
approach last February's
peak 21.1 percent, which is
dramatically higher among
the blacks and Hispanics who
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Small Ads
Big Results' CLASSIFIEDADS!







GLASS WORK. gut° gloss,
custom made picture frames
eind mirrors. Storm windows
and doors repaired Glass
table tops and shelves.
Shower doors and patio
doors Store front work and
Plexsglass and window glass
replaced. M & G GLASS, 816
Coldwater Rd, 753 0180.
CHRISTMAS
BASKETS
Would you like to spon-
sor a Christmas
basket for a needy
family' If so, please







CITY OF MURRAY landfill
will close Friday, December
22 at 11 am and will re-open
Tuesday, December 26 at 9
am
GOO IS LOVE; If you would
like to know anything about
the Bible, call 759 4600. 24
hour phone; not a tape Bible
Facts.
GOD LOVE'S AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts.
759-4600.
MIRROR SAL'E' Frame
mirrors; custom cut and
installed, any size and shape,
plus door mirrors, bevel edge
or plain edge. Also sale on
display items. Merry
Christmas to all! M & G











We will be closed December
22, 13, and 25. Other buying days



























































































contact Holman Jones, 2)7 S.







When you purchase any fw-
niture, bedding or floor
mowing tram vs, Rive
}ou a gift certificate of Me of
Me total purchase to shop next
door at J. P Nestaits'






Pony Parade Saddle us Elec-
vac FUrrtherniuter sits Sand
Blaster us. 22" magnesium
Budd truck wheel, hydraulic
Insist bed with pump $tns.
Several 10.00‘20 tires, wheels
mounted, Budd truck tire 24.5.
Gerwood cram.pladerm, fir
be winches, aide. besk.
power swing, all compkiti
tins. Wide Budd floatation
tires, steels, Si Studebaker
pickup truck - sac
Sheles en. Slaughter house
building, land for sale in
Pans, Tern. 80 Cbev single
axle tractor - Hon. Tandem
axle equipment trailer sees.
Air end lift jack sus. Low boy-
WHS. Evenings 759-1739 or
NE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives. If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,
753-8298. We copy and restore
old photographs. 





































































Poison Control . 153-7583
Senior Citizens . 753-0921
Needline 753-NEED




































2' miles north of
Murray on 641. Call
753-4566 and ask for
Robert, Nell or Jo or
better still drop by
and browse around.
'TREEDRIVRY
3. CARD OF THANKS 
WE WOULD like to express
our appreciation for the
sympathy you showed us
during the illness and death
of our toyed one. A special
thanks • to the third floor
nurses of the Murray
hospital, Dr. John Quer
termous, and the Blalock
Coleman Funeral home. Also
a special thanks to Brother
Heyward Roberts for his
comforting words, Mrs.
Bobbie Chrysler and singers
who provided the beautiful
music and for the
pallbearers The beautiful
flowers from each and
everyone were deeply ap
predated. May God's richest
blessings be wilh each of you.
Thomas Mil er. 
S. LOST & FOUND
LEFT HOME near Brook's
Chapel Church, December
16, a black and white border
Collie. Call 4374365. Reward
offered. •





American Service, 8350 Park
Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX
75231.
6. HELP WANTED
CHILD CARE needed for
month old, 8 to 12
Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday Must have ex
per ience. Call 753.6329
mornings or after 8 pm.
HELP WANTED, $100 a
week and more possible
working at home part time
through mailing circulars.
Send self addressed stamped
envelope to Atco Publishing,










manage front office of
Murray Muffler and
Automotive Center, 7th &
Maple St. Public relations,
billing, estimating and light
clerical duties.
WOMEN EARN extra in
come working in your home.
Lots of fun. Two openings
before Christmas, several




 We ere now writing 'flagrance
on mobile homes, with 3 dif
ferent companies. For best
rates contact Wilson In-
smote end Real Estate, 302
M. link- 753-3263.
14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes, Call 502-527-
1362.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
HALF PRICE SALE, Club
Aluminum, 1, 1 1 2, 2, and 3 qt.
covered saucepans, 10 inch
covered skillet, 41 2 qt.
covered dutch oven, choice of




Christmas lay away now at
Town and Country Yamaha.
753-8078. •
SALE CORELLE ex•
pressions dinnerware, 20 pc
set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
Indian Summer, April, or
falue Heather. Your choice




















BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
19713 United FasnurelTadicale ne alb
11
1 1-1 5 BEEN DONE,  MR. PRESIDENT.




A LITTLE PUDGY - over
weight • downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavorial
modification! A new ap-
proach! For information call
759-4536. 
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
guaranteed 52288, 36 month
guaranteed, 80 amp, $26.99
and 60 month gauranteed,
$34.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
CITY OF MURRAY landfill
will close Friday, December
22 at 11 am and will re-open








LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Can 247-2889. 
TWO REGISTERED
Ammerican Saddle brand
mares, one will foal in April.
One walking horse gelding.
All broke and gentle. 753
0672, nights. 
311. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC TOY Poodle puppies,
wilkhold for Christmas. 436-
2711 
AKC GERMAN Shepherd
pups, 4 weeks old. Great
Christmas gifts and good
protection for the home.




and 24_ hour supervision.
Poodle and Scheauzer
grooming.: 7 miles 'West of
Murray.' Hidden Valley
Kennels. 435-4481. 
FOR • SALE: Minature
Schnauzer. A great
Christmas gift, have had all
Shots. • Ready to go. Call
weekdays after 5 pm, 886
SALE: SKILL, SAWS, model 4165.
538, 1.5 hp, 7i.. inch blade,
$29.99, model 574, 13.4 hp, 71a
inch blade, $34.99, model' 559
ball bearing,. 2 hp, 71,4 inch
Alcoliiival9gattc.9. Wallin Har
SALE REVERE ware,
copper bottom, save 40
percent on 1, )1 2, 2, and 3
quart sauce pans. Double
boilers, I' 2 and 2 quart, 41,2
qt dutch oven, 8 qt stock,
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets.





Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th
17. VACUUM CLEANERS 
•
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1-
443,6469. litiMurray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. .
FOR SALE: Kirby vacuum
Cleaner, used. A-1 condition.
Full price $125. Call  354,6521..
•
--VACUUM CLEANERS.




service all makes of vacuum
cleaners. For big discounts
on these cleaners call
Lakewood Sewing, 354-6521. 
18. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE: Brand new
sewing machine. $49.95. 20
year warrenty. One only.
Call Lakewood Sewing, 354
6521. 
USED ZIG ZAG sewing
machine, in catiinet. Sews
-perfect. Full cash price,
$39.50. Call Lakewood
Sewing, 354-6521.
• 20. SPORTS EQUIP. 
BATAVUS MOPEDS
Christmas special, $399.50,
$25, free accessories. Murray
Sport & Marine, 718 5 4th St.,
753 7400.
GUN BARRELL_ with
poplychoke for 20 gauge
Browning, 05. 436-5671.
lohn Smith Linda McKinney
From Gallery of Homes Agent, Linda McKinney
TAKEOVER NOT AUTOMATIC
When buying an existing home, taking over
a mortgage can be practical and profitable.
But be cautious. Don't take for granted th4t
assigning the mortgage to another is
automatic.
The lender has a stake in who's going to
repay him. Many mortgages are written which
specifically prohibit this practice without the
consent of the mortgage lender. The teeth
will be found in an inserted acceleration
clause which makes the whole balance due
and payable upon sale.
The bank can actiVate or waive this clause
depending on the credit rating of the buyer,
maintenance of the property or spread bet- s
ween original and current interest rates. If the
interest spread is great - don't count on a
takeover mortgage.
Before you advertise 'low int. mort.
takeover," and set yourself up for a letdown,








Bill Harrison 75%4531 - Linda McKinney 7S3-1667
22. MUSICAL
FOR SALE. Conn trumpet
and case. Excellent con
dition. Would make nice
christmas present. Mord
low. 753 0806.
LUDWIG DRUMS, 6 piece, 3
symbols, some cases. Call
between 10 am and 5 pm,
Mike, 474-2320: 
SANSUI STEREO system,
LM 330 speakers. SR 212 turn





North Court Square, 145-101c,
Paris, TN. 
SALE SKILL ROUTER, 1,2
Pip. Model 548, 529.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN.
26.TV-12AI:1W' 
SEARS PORTABLE, 19 inch
color tv., $95. Color 23 inch
RCA console. $125. 23 inch
Zenith color console, remote
control, 570. 492-8648. 
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
person to take up payment on
23- inch _ color t.v-. -under
,warrenty. Clayton's for
merly J & BMuSic. 753.7575.
7. MOB. HOME SALES 
MOBILE-HOME FOR SALE.
12 X 60 AtiantiC 2•13R, fur-
nished. Carpeted, central
air, economical gas heat,
deck with awning and
storage area, underpinning
and anchors. Must be seen at
B-12 Fox Meadows to ap
prec late. $4800. Call 751-5163,
weekdays. 
3 MOBILE HOMES. 10' X 50',
two bedroom, all electric,
52000. 10' X 55', three
bedroom, 8 foot extension in
living room, all electric,
$2500. 12- X 70', three
bedroom, newly remodled,
gas, central air, $0500. 437
9505.
1974 12' X 60' TWO
BEDROOM trailer, all
electric, furnished, central
air, under pinned and
storage building. Located at
Fox Meadows Trailer
Courts. CAII 247;7386 after 4
pm.
MOB. HOME RENTS 
sT%9/0 BEDROOM trailer,
located at Riveria Courts.
Call 436-2430. 
29. HEATING & COOLING 
AIR' - CONDITIONER,
Fridgidare, 19,000 BTU. Call
759.4968.. 
F5242 SALE: Franklin
fireplace stove. Call 753,6030
after 5 pm. 
SALE AUTOMATIC.WOOD
heater. Deluxe cabinet, brick
lined, cast iron doors annd
grates. Complete with
blower, $299.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN.
30. BUS. RENTALS 
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas-heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm. 
32. APT$. FOR RENT 
FOR RENT: Nice furnished
one bedroom apartment. Call
753 6855 after 5  pm. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
FOR RENT • 2 bedroom
house in city limits, deposit
and reftences required. Call
753-9924 after 3:30 pm. 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
furnished house. $150 plus $50
deposit. Call 753,5750. 
TWO BEDROOM house,
basement and carpeted. 641
North. Available now. No
pets. 5175. 753 3942. -
NOTICE
Faculty position in Mechanical Engineering
Technology at Murray State University. Position In-
volves teaching courses in statics, strength of
materials, dynamics, machine design, manufac-
turing materials, fluid mechanics and ther-
modynamics. Student advisement, curriculum
development and laboratory development are also
inclii ded among this position's duties. Applicants
should 'have master's degree in Mechanical
Engineering and have previous teaching and/or in-
dustrial experience. The salary ranges from $15,000
to' $19,500 for ten months and depends upon
education and experience. All applicants must ap
,ply Bureau of Manpower Services, 319 South 7th
Street, Mayfield, KY 42066. An equal. rap-
- portunity/affirmative aetien employer-. •
SUOSOURT
Dog grooming, located
in Murray. Call 759.-
4140, Monday through
Friday, 9 till S.
• •





43. REAL ESTATE 
Professional se,s ices
With The Friend., Touch"
SPEND CHRISTMAS
IN YOUR NEW
HOME.. . B. V. Bi-
level, loaded with




peting. Enjoy peace &
quiet in this scenic
location. Drive out to




FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine trees Small but
economical wilt energy
saving heat Perfect for
young couple See it today.




seen. Located only 2
miles from Murray on
a large beautifully
wooded 101,.. this home
is truly "nT,St' as a
pin." large 2-car car
port, cozy den with
fireplace. • tastefully
decorated three
bedroom, 2 bath home
that you could move
into without adding a
thing. Let us chow you
this lovely home.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY for an ap-
pointment at your con-
-venience - 7V-1222.
FIVE ACRES nside City
'limits. Ideal for commercial
or apartment project If you
have been thinking about a
business prajet! and you
need land, this is ideal. The
cost of this property is less
than some ammerical lots.












Toast your toes - by the
fireplace in this 2 bedroom, 2
bath, Mobile home with a 24 x
24 foot built on den Ideal
location in quite secluded




46 acres development lewd
located adniessa Calloway-






Alex Netted 753 1575
753-3263 12th Street
IT'S A LIII.I.E BIT of
country. .5 acres fenced for
horses...barn...3 bedroom




"T"...When would you like to
see it? LORETTA JOBS










YOU TN MIND At-
tractive three
home with large living
room-dining rootr
combination, large eat
in kitchen with lots of
cabinets, nice den with
fireplace, and wooden
deck in backyard. Cen-
tral gas heat and air of
course! See this listing




SMART START If you're
starting out or slowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy of this 2
bedroom cottage. .located
near downtown shols-
ping.. lots of trees and
shrubs for private- ef
fed..yes, yours ....for under




South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 75316i
Approximately-I:even
miles south of Murra
and located on 3i of an
acre a e have a
cleanup shop complete
ith stork benches For
$11,200.00. Sign the






WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
Take a look at this 9- room, 2
bath brick located near
downtown area Ideal for
proles_SiOnal office or
apartments. Zoned business.
Let us show you how your









With The Vri S"
TRY IT. . . YOU'LL
LIKE IT. . . Listing
your home for sale
0rith BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE. En-
joy & Relax in the
selling of , your home
with our "We Care
Service." Call 753-8(W)
Today. Boyd-Majors
-Real Estate 105 N.
12th.
43. REAL ESTAIII  46. HOMES FOR SALE 
Purdom & Thur*ai




THE OUTCOME , is
INCOME - Extra nice
duplex apartment just




have all built-in ap-
pliances. Located just
outside the city limits,
so you only pay county
taxes. A beautiful way
to be practical. Priced






present! A lovely home on 2
acres. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
lovely kitchen, 2 car garage,
large utility, 12 X 17 outside
storage, fenced inbeautifully
landscaped, backyard and
more. Located on Hwy 299,
near Kirksey. Call today the
NELSON SHROAT CO.,
REALTORS. 759-1707.









With The Friendly Touch'
COUNTRY CHRIST-









buildings, 2 tool sheds,
barn, etc. Chain link
fenced backyard. C.all
Todayr 1315M--Ma jort
Real Estate 105 N.
12th.
44. LOTS FOR SALE •
1 and ! 2, ACRES With septic
tank and well, trailer hook-
up. 437,4608. 
BEAUTIFUL WOODED
acreage, near Kenlake State
Park. 2.3 acres, for building
or investment. Highway 94
frontage. Priced to sell now.
Call 753-4501 after 3 pm.  
LOTS FOR SALE: Complete
with septic system. Water,
electric -and driveway for
mobile home or house. Near
Kentucky Lake, $42.50 per
month with $1,000 down. Call
502-474-2718.
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
17 ACRES of beautifully
wooded land near Keutucky
Lake Less then S94., per
ave. DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR 753-4342. 
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
BUY DIRECT from builder
and save. Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom brick homes,
located in Kirksey, within
walking distance of post
office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has 34 acre
tot, central heat and air,
thermal windows arid doors,
and well insulated walls and
ceilings. Living room,
bedrooms, and hall are
carpeted. Kitchen,
washroom, and both full
baths have vinyl floors
Kitchen. 'has plenty of
cabinets, eating counter and
built in appliances. Also
includes attached garage.
patio and large covered front
Porch. Homes contain 1456
and 1560 sq,ft and are priced
to sell. Call after 5 pm. 489
2387.
FOR SALE BY OWNER 6.9
acres, 2 bedroom frame
house, 1680 sq. ft. in house
with • sun porch and 4 out
buildings. Located 3 miles
SW of Murray on Old Murray
Paris Road. Call 753-1966
days, or 7531245 nights.
IMME-DIATE POSSESSION
Nice twl3 bedroom brick
veneer, newly decorated, full
basement and complete
upstairs, with two baths.
Could have basement
apartment and rental rooms
upstairs Choice lot 75 X 36S-.
desireable location, within
walking distance of th e
University. Price, upper 30's.
753 5000 or 753 5595. 
RENTAL PROPERTY
•nutstanstints, return on in
vestment, 17 block from
Murray's State Unrversiti
$490 per.monfh with potential
for $200 additional. Price is
$30,500 or assume loan,
owner moved out of area.
444,5460, - .
19241 HERMITAGE. PL. by
owner _ 4 bedrooms. 2 baths.
fully equipped kitchen,
breakfast room, extra large
family room with wood
burning fireplace, formal
dining and utility room,
featuring solid oak floors and
staircase, wall _paper in
every room, 2 heat pumps, 2
car garage and wood shed.




motorcycles or go-carts at
Town and Country Yamaha.
Call 753 8078,
1978 YAMAHA SPECIAL 650,
3500 miles. 753-8280. 
49. USED CARS 
1970 AMBASSADOR
STATIONWAGON, $500 or
best offer. Call 474-8866 after
4 30 pm. 
'71 C011/0111
'Asks & drivos.bremel now, low
miss, leaded witb extras,
comfort supreme, stIll






1971 AMX, RARE model,
looks, runs good, original
equipment, have added
holley carboration for better
gas effiency, AM-FM 8 track
in dash with Jensen Tr -ax
speakers, list for $1485 with
options, Will take $600, (new
baby). Call 753 6409 after 5
pm.
1971 BUICK LE SABRE, one
owner, 66,000 miles, $1250.
Call 753-3383 after 4 pm. 
1975 CHEVROLET IMPALA
Custom, 2-door hard top,
silver; 45,000 miles, air, AM
stereo tape, tilt steering,
radial tires. 52500. 437-9505. 
1972 FORD CUSTOM 500,
power brakes and steering,
air, 51,000 actual miles. Calf
between 10 am and 1:30 Pm,
759 4908.
1973 HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 753-
6531 or 759-1155. 
1977 RENEGADE JEEP,
13,000 miles, brand new.
$4900 1973 Vega, 5700 Call







604 So. 12th St.
53. SERVICES OFFERED. _ _
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum Sidi
gutters, and roofing Ca,
395749670r 1-362 4995. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. M..
5476. ,
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rail's
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic,




and efficient Service, Custom
Carpet Care. 489,2774. 
CARPENTER WORK, small
or large jobs. Call 437 4560
and if no cnswer, 437 4670.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for tree estimate, Steve Sticav4





references. V ibra Vac steam'
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gaurd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning 753 5827,
EXPERIENCED CAR,'
PENTER will do carpentry
or roofing. Free estimantes.
Call 759-1405 or 437-4351. 
EXPERIENCED DAY care
teacher will keep children in .
my home. 753-2896. 
EXPERT PAINT and body
work, very reasonable rates;
no job too small. Satisfactiont
grarenteed. Call 753-9181 or''.
753 8124, 
FENCE SALES at Sears:,
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for -






753-2310 for free estimates. 
INSULATE AGAINST the:
high cost of fuel bills! Blown,





Box 258, Murray, KY 42071..
(502)435-4527. 
INSULATION BLOWN IN by,
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.'
Call Sears 753-2310 for free.
estimates. •,.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer,
cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
„1G€46 sitzTELEQTRICIAN.,
prom pi, efficient
call Ernest White, 753-0605. 
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now- all oak- 525-rick. Call,
John Boyer at 753.8536. 
NEED TYPING done? I wilt
do theme papers, busines*
letters or ()fliers for a„
nominal fee. For more in-
formation contact: Kai'
Klutts, Route 2, Wingo, KY.
376,2147.
.1961 . CIL INDER 
Camaro, rough condition,
has new tires. Asking $450.
Call 759-1613. 
1977 TRANS AM, brown, tan
interior, T top, T-A 6.6, AM
FM, $6000. Call 753-1372 ask
for Pat, after 5 pm 753-9635. 
1974 VEGA, excellent run
ning condition, air con-
ditioning. $650. Call 759-4968. 
SO. USED TRUCKS 
1967 FORD 'PICK-UP. 8
cylinder. Straight shift, With
camper top. In good con-
dition, $750. 436-5544. 
FOR SALE' 1973 Ford 4,,
wheel drive, 4 speed tran-
smission, lock in and lock-
,out hubs. 489 2203. Call after
5pm. 
FOR SALE or trade: 1979 F
150, 4-wheel drive Ranger.
Air, power steering, power
brakeS, 'automatic, 2, tone
paint, tilt, wide tires and
wheels 759-4515 
FOR SALE: 4-wheel drive
Jeep pick-up, power,
automatic and air, almost
new. 436-2427. 
51. CAMPERS 
ALMOST NEW 28 foot
Marauder travel trailer. Air
conctitioned and central heat.
All self contained. Excellent
condition. $6000 firm. Call
collect, Mayfield, 247-6248 or
247-8755. 
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
16" MARLIN .35 Evinrude
motor. 753,8003. •
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Jbe JaLlSSOff -al l_nucts's --
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753,
7149 after 6 pm. . :i.... -
ROOFING, excellent 0,
references. Call 753.1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm, ;
ask for Shelley. • P
_SHEET-ROCK hanging, free_ t
estimates. Call 502-527-9637 "
after 5 pm.  .
TREE TRIMING anti t
removal. Free estimates. •
Call 436-2294 after 5 pm. 
WE T ___BASF-ag.tilg,..2.; We ;
make wet ' baserneffl t.-- -cif9:-'77.
work completely guaran, ,
teed.. Call or write Morgan '.
Construction Co., Route 2ti'
Box 409 A, Paducah, K 41
42001, or call day or night,
442 7026. 
WILL DO REPAIRS aroun
the house, carpentreil
painting, concrete an
plumbing. Also hogs a ,
wood for sale. Call 759,1531. ' 'a
56. FREE COLUMN 
FREE, FIVE mixed br
Puppies, 8 weeks old. 75 ...
5862  
57. WANTED . . -34
B-ARBIE DOLL clothes and,
accessories. Call 753 7531, 
WANTED: GENERAL
housekeeping job. Call 753
1996. liti
WANTED, YOUR old :
diamond' jewelry Highest
trade allowances. Rogers i









•• 209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50
,f' a' I lsouie.c.i'Is
13 1 rivinzz.
Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7 :30 til 5:00
Pita MAIN $1.25





.floored and ready. Up ;o 12 e24. Also born style, of
fices cottages, Mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up lo 21
60,111uy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Bath
Type I, Class A,
TVA approved insulation
',Free Estimates.




DIFFERENT APPROACH — North Elementary 6th grade English classes of Mrs. Mary
Alice Humphries tried a different approach for book reporting. Shadowboxes were
constructed illustrating a scene from their book Pictured are sixth graders: setting on
table Clint Barrow: Back row, left to right, Arlene McDaniel, Shawn Bury. Dana Pearson
and Wade Rogers: front row, left to right, Ron Rogers and Don Walker.
Photo Merma Moore
The funeral for Boon
Dawson Smith is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Kenneth Hoover.
officiating and Ernie Rob
Bailey as song leader.
W. W. ( McKeel, Mason
McKee', Gaston McKee', Bill
Boyd, Vernon Butterworth,
and Joseph Logan are serving
as pallbearers. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. • .
Mr. Smith, 73, died Saturday
Road Church of Christ there.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mary McKeel Smith,
Asheboro, N. C.; two sons,
Richard R., Murray, and Rob
E., Detroit, Mich.; three
sisters, Mrs. Jessie Logan,
Mrs. Tommye Dell Coles, and
Mrs. Des s Conners; two




Dances In Dark At
Kennedy Center
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Members of the American
Ballet Theater appearing at
the Kennedy Center danced in
the dark when a power outage
hit portions or downtown
Washington for about an hour.
Members of the dance
troupe encouraged members
of the audience to stay as long
as possible as they performed
impromptu waltzes, tangos
and chorus line kicks while the
Kennedy Cemter orchestra
Electric Power Failure El#s
France, Pad Of Switzerland
PARIS (AP) — An electrit.
power failure high vast areas
of France and part of Swit-
zerland today, but officials
said full or partial service VMS
restored to most of the country
in 2t4 hours
The power shutdown at 810
a.m. stranded tens of
thousands of Parisians in
blacked-out subway trains and
caused huge traffic jams in
the streets above.
Electricite de France, the
government power monopuly.
said by 10:45 a.m. half the
normal output of 38.000
megawatts of electricity had
been restored.
' Full service was restored to
the eastern portion of the
nation and partial service in
the north, southwest and




word from scattered portions
of Switzerland affected by the
Company officals said a
at  —
was retired from Union or r. Potomac Electric Power
Carbide, Asheboro, and a Th fthal rtes for Marvin mechanical failure with amember of the Meadow Brook
N. r..... p• A - Ammar- d •
e i 
H oward of 1415 Vine Street,
heMurray, were- Td-M-Onday at
2 p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe of-
Final rites for Horace E. betiding and Mrs. Oneida
Coleman of Murray Route-3___White as organist and soloist.
were -helifthis morning at II Pallbearers were Carl and
Horace Coleman's
o'clock -at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Elijah
Balentine and the Rev.
William Balentine officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. William
Gerald Tabers, Mike and
Donnie Howard, Charles K.
Miller, and Rick Leonard.
Burial was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Howard, 83, died
Balentine were singers with Saturday at the Murray-
Mrs. Otto Erwin as pianist. Calloway County Hospital. He indeitrisimperage '
Pallbearers were Ronald and was a member of the Grace
breaker at their Georgetown
power sub-station caused the
outage Sunday night in the
Georgetown and Foggy
Bottom areas of Washington.
The performanCe was
eyente.ally canceled and the
audience gave the performers
a standing ovation.
Prices of stack of local interest at
noon. FUT. today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Vningan,
Corp., of Murray, are as follows
, __William I itrhfi,.K  _...Doida.....iialatiii.Churcji - — .,' . 3Alaalltim  . ' • -2"14 41
Baker, Willie Harris, Regie He is survived by his wife, se +is
 44% AlEllis, and Toy Morris. Burial Mrsi, Vernie Tabers Howard;  410 PIA
f was in the New Jertny Ridge one daughter, Mrs. William %
Cemetery. Leonard, Sikeston, Mo.; two le% -34
 11% +2%Mr. Coleman, . 73, died sons, J. D., Murray, and  iss• -14
54% oneSunday at the Murray- Hurrell, Chicago, Ill.; three  14% +%Calloway County Hospital. He sisters, Mrs. Frossie Miller Ckt 17% +4
••• —.......is survived by his wife, Mrs. and Mrs. Christine 
Tabers,I1l . 11% Inc
tri• -i-s•Magdalene Coleman, step- Murray, and Ms. Zetra  en +Y.
  32% Jiidaughter, Mrs. Ralph Howard, Clarksville, Tenn.;O a  23% vex
9% +%Balentine, four. step grand-. seven grandchildren; seven
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Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 356.0.
Below dam 327.1, down 0.1.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 356.0,
down 0.1. .
Below dam 333.9, down 0.3.










power failare because they
are served by the French
company under a power-
sharing agreement.
Hospitals switched to
emergency generators, and no
deaths or serious injuries due
to the failure were reported.
Officials said all the stranded
subway riders were safely
evacuated from the Metro
system's network of tunnels.
Most public services and
many banks and private
businesses also functioned
normally with emergency
generators installed years ago
because of the frequency of
strikes by electrical workers.
Parisians at first thought
electrical workers had
jumped the gun on a strike
called for Thursday, and there
was nothing like the general
disruption of life and the
violence that accompanied the
last New York blackout.
Officials said the breakdown
was caused by failure of a
400,000-volt supply line near
Nancy, in eastern France.
Some officials said the failure
resulted from unexpectedly
high loads being put on the
system due to unusually low,
below-freezing temperatures
across the nation.
When the power went out,
the temperature in Paris was
23 degrees-Fahrenheit, and in
the Paris suburbs it was about
18.
Faure predicted there would
be scattered power shortages
throughout the day, especially
in those areas served by
nuclear generators, which he
said take longer to restore to
full output.
In candle-lit cafes, workers
waiting for restoration of
power in their offices drank
coffee prepared in gas-fired
espresso machines.
Trains in the affected areas
were stopped, but railroad
officials said they hoped to
have most or all of them
running by noon.
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May the Peace of Christm
enfold you...the Cheer of
Christmas comfort you...and the Spirit
of Christmas live with you always. Ks
we rejoice and celebrate His glorious coming
we (Ater thanks for the cherished gift of your friendship.
s
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